-INSIDE·
The UNH and Rhode
Island football teams put .
their undefeated conferences records on the ·line
in Kingston, RI tomorrow. See story page 28.
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The student theatre
group, Up With People
will be coming to the
UNH area soon. See story
page 17.
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Winter parking
ban begins today
By Joseph Moreau
As the winter parking ban is
readied to go into effect on
November 1, areas for overnight parking have been expanded and 200 more East
permits have been allocated,
according to Assistant Public
Safety Director _Carol Bergstrom.
"The reason we' re doing this
is to respond to complaints
we've received in the past that
they (winter overnight parking
areas) are just not convenient,"
said Bergstrom. Winter parking
is also allowed in lots A, E-1,
R, S, and the upper lots of NEC.
The ban on overnight parking
officially runs from November
1, through March 31, but, according to Bergstrom, the director may waive the ban until
December 1 or until the first
significant snowstorm. When
the ban is in effect vehicles must
be parked in des_ignated areas
between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. or be
subject to ticketing or towing.
Public Safety has tried to get
the word out about the parking
changes. "We've posted those
maps (detailing overnight parking) in the dorms and the dining

halls. I thought the visual aid
of the map would help," said
Bergstrom. She also said she had
contacted WUNH and other
campus media.
Public Safety is also allocating
200 more East· Parking permits.
"It is dearly evident that there
is more parking in the East
spaces than there was in previous years," said Bergstrom.
She said the permits were part
of the 300 set aside for incoming
faculty and staff. She added that
the last 100 may be allocated
after a review in mid-November
if they are not needed. _
Problems with parking are
declining according to Public
Safety personnel after what
Bergstrom called the usual
"chaos" at the first of the school
year . .
Tickets for the first semester
averaged around 100 a day with
the majority of those on appeal,
according to. Pat Hawkins, a
clerical supervisor at Public
Safety.
Bergstrom added that towing
has minimized to a great degree
now that people are aware that
parking restrictions will be
enforced.

The winter parking ban officially comes into effect today, but may be waived until December.
Overnight parking will only be allowed in selected lots. (Sanjay Jain photo)

\

Shanty down, awareness up
By Jon Kinson
to it one way or another,'' said issues surrounding South Africa
Amidst the darkness and the Lamarre on the impact of the and apartheid. They are still
cold, four members of the Peo- shanty.
working on their third goal; to
ple for a Free South Africa
"The shanty experience al- have the USNH trustees imme(PFSA) dismantled the shack lowed us to organize people. In diately divest from all companWednesday night at 8:30.
order to keep the shanty going ies which do business in South
It came down as quickly as it and in order to maintain it you Africa, if certain conditions are
had gone up, thus ending almost have to be organized. It brings not met.
one full month of protest of the people together and gets them
Yesterday three members of
University System of New politically organized and with the PFSA met with the USNH
Hampshire's (USNH) invest- times in the world today it is · Trustees' Finance Committee
ments in companies dealing in necessary for people. to become on Divestment and brought
South Africa.
organized," said Mike Daley, them a six page document
'Just because the shack came a spokesperson for the PFSA.
containing a rationale for
down doesn't mean it (the
Daley added that between 60- PFSA's stance on divestment.
protest) ends there," said 70 people have contacted them "They (the PFSA) made a very
Babette Lamarre, spokesperson and are now in the position to articulate and thorough presfor .the PFSA.
become involved.
entation of their position," said
"It was very successful. We
The group also accomplished Dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg
made a very visible statement two out of their three previously Sanborn, who was also in atabout apartheid and UNH's specified goals-to remain non- tendence at the committee meetconnection with it. You couldn't violent and non-destructive and ing.
ignore ·it. Yo': had to respond to increase awareness of the

Teach-in addresses violence

A starlight filter throws a different perspective on this sunset
behind Thompson Hall. (Tom Leavit photo)

By Sarah Keith
Violence against women is
a serious issue, especially on
college campuses, according to
Cathryn Adamsky, associate
professor/coordinator of Women's Studies program.
To inform students of the
complexities of this problem,
the UNH Commission on the
Status of Women held a daylong teach-in on Thursday,
October 31.
Each of the five seminars,
which were held in the MUB,
was well attended. The topics
discussed included Rape, Violence in Intimate Relationships,

Sexual 'Harrassment, Violence
and the Campus Scene, and
S~Kial ~olicy. Two small-group
d1scuss10ns were offered during
the morning and afternoon
segments. Panelists with experience in each subject area spoke
on different as peers of each
topic, with a question and
answer session following.
The forums centered upon
negative attitudes toward women, which, according. to the
panelists, are often engendered
through and by men. They
continually reiterated the idea
that women must know and use
their ri~hts in order to prevent __

sexist attitudes from prevailing
in society.
.
Violence can take many
forms, from the obvious physical assault of rape and wife
abuse, to the more ambiguous
issues of sexual harassment.
Adamsky said, sexual discrimination is often prevalent on
college campuses; this is partially because sex roles are not
totally defined in students'
minds. She cited research indicating that women in the 1822 age group are less secure with
themselves and tl_l_e!_!_ elac~s - -

TEACH-IN, page 20
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Sower's salmon studies produce tasty results
By Michelle Valway
"We are going to the fish
hatchery," said Stacia Sower
with a note of enthusiasm as she
left her office in the Spaulding
Life Science Building.
"Usually I put on my earth
shoes, but there's no need
because it's a sunny, dry day. It's
only an eight minute wallf if we
take the shortcut over the
railroad tracks and into College
Woods."
Sower, assistant professor of
Zoology at UNH, is studying
the effects of different rearing
densities of coho salmon, a food
andgame fish. She hopes to help
hatcheries avoid a degree of
overcrowding 'which may increase the survival of juvenile
cohos to adulthood.
There are 25,000 different
kinds of salmon, but they are
still a unique fish. Their eggs
are laid in the fall and stay in
fresh water for one and a half
to two years before going
through smoltif ication, a process including morphological
. and physiological changes.
· . ,__ In the spring the smolts
migrate to live in sea water for
two years . The adult salmon
return to fresh water in the fall
where they spawn only once in
a lifetime and die soon after.
Their total life span is six years,
according to Sower.
"Why or how coho salmon
go from fresh water to sea water
to fresh water is unknown," she
said. "They may home into their
original stream by scent or by
using imprinting systems, such
as stars. The mechanism is not
known at present."
Since 1968, New Hampshire
has dumped thousands of coho
salmon in rivers for sport and
commercial fisheries. The sue, cess of coho programs is limited
by the low percentage of r~
leased smolts that return as ·
adults to lay eggs. The hardiness
of released smolts is an important _factor influencing the rate

of return.
The future of the program
depends heavily on Sower's
. findings, according to Brian
Doyle, associate director of Sea
Grant College Program at
UNH.
There are only approximately
1000 projects in the world which
are similar to Sower's. Funding
for her research on coho salmon
is from the Sea Grant College
Program -and the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department.
Sower has two main faciiities
where her research is conducted.
The first is the hatchery in
Milford, New Hampshire,
which houses 650,000 salmon.
The smolts are reared for one
and a half years to two years in
different densities in "ponds."
They are tagged and released
into rh~ers and migrate to sea
water when ready, said Sower.
The drawing of bl_ood and
quantities of certain hormones
and the anatomical study of !"_he
microscbpic structure of tissue
are performed on those salmon
returning to the rivers to spawn,
she said.
The findings help to determine whether or not crowded
rearing densities produce stress
and if so, whether stress inhibits
reproductive development, she
said.
Sower's s.e cond research facility is the Anadromous Fish
and Aquatic Invertebrate
(AFAIR) facility located in
College.Woods. It was built with
funds from the Marine Research
College Program and the College of Liberal Arts. Threefourths of the facility is used
by Sower and one-fourth is used
by James Haney, associate professor of Zoology.
AF AIR is 72 by 26 feet and
houses approximately 3000
salmon. Faint traces of masking
tape in the shape of X's, reminders of hurricane Gloria, mark
each double-paned solar glass

window. The thermometer
reads 69 degrees F. An oil burner is tucked in one corner for the
cold winter months.
Eight tanks are lined up in
three rows. Ten-thousand gallons of water are pumped from
the reservoir in College Woods
and into the tanks in the AFAIR
facility. The sediments in the
water are filtered through the
plumbing system Sower and her
lab assistants built. Pointing to
two large white pipes on the
sandy floor_, Sowet explained:
"The top one brings water in
and the bottom one sends water
back into the reservoir."
"The dirty water is cleaned
before reservoir water is available to the public. We were
cleared by the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) to
, house up to 15,000 fish here,"
· she said. "It is nQt a danger to
the public drinking water."
In each of the four small tanks
are 600 salmon. Sower reached
into the murky water with a fish
net and scooped out a three-tofour month old salmon. It
weighed half-a-pound and
stretched as long as a pinkie
finger.
"They'll grow to 25 pounds
in two years in sea water. After
three years they can reach forty
pounds," she said.
.
In each of three out of the four
large tanks are 300 salmon.
They are two· to three years old
and weigh five to seven pounds.
She reached into the water but
could not catch one because it
was too slippery. "I really need
the net for this o.ne," she said
with a smile.
In the fourth tank is a slender
landlock lamprey from Michigan. Lampreys encompass
another of the twenty-four
research P,rojects Sower is involved in. She will be in South
Africa in January and February
conducting research on hormones in lampreys.
Feeding studies are being

Assistant Professor Stacia Sower, of the zoology department,
is conducting research which will throw light on the breeding
habits of salmon. (Scott Jones photo)
conducted on coho salmon at physiological effects on the
the AFAIR facility by Professor salmon."
Sower. Assisting Sower is her
Professor Sower's findings
lab technician, Sue Charpentier, on the rearing densities in the
a 1985 UNH graduate in bio- Milford hatchery indicate high
chemistry.
densities or crowded hatcheries,
The salmon are fed two per- cause sublethal stress. However,
cent of their ·body weight per lriw densities seem to cause little
day. The fish in two of the small stress and produce healthier and
tanks are fed "2X" feed, con- better surviving salmon, accordsisting of ground up salmon, ing to Sower.
complete with testes. Salmon
"The research helps to find
in the other two small tanks are the best conditions to produce
fed "OX" feed, also ground up the best quality salmon," she
salmon, but with the testes ' said. It seems the best quality
removed, said Charpentier.
fish will be a tasty treat for New
Results of the feeding study Hampshire fishermen.
thus far indicate the feed with
"Last Monday, my graduate
adult testes present has a "neg- assistants conducted an experative inhibition on coho sal- iment on our last 25 salmon,"
mon," said Sower. "I am now she said. "Then they took it
trying to determine the feed's home for supper."

NEWS IN BRIEF
Shuttle has
largest crew ever
Th_e Challenger blasted off promptly at noon
Wednesday from Kennedy Space Center carrying
history's largest space crew.
On board the shuttle are five US Astronauts,
two German scientists and a Dutch Physicist. This
motley crew will be conducting West German
sponsored experiments on the effects of weightlessness on plants, animals, materials and human
beings.

Durham residents
plan road block
Durham residents are planning to hold up
reconstruction of Route 108 beacuse they ar-e opposed
to the work and feel town selectmen approved it
without their go aheads. The group feels public
hearings should be held first.
At the Oct. 21 meeting, 5 3 letters opposing
reconstruction were presented to selectmen.
The group ·has scheduled ·a meeting next _week
to discuss the matter and have not invited officials,
.$aid spokesman Steve Irving.

Vandal in Somersworth
The vandals strike again-this time shooting
out car windows on Main Street in Somersworth.
Police believe incidents occurred between 8:30 and
9:30 pm on Wednesday night. One of the vehicles
back window was damaged. The other was shot
in the passenger window.
Police have no leads on the case. The gun
marauders have been harrassing areas including
Durham for several months.

Swimming Automobile
Two area men took their car for a swim in Little
Bay when Driver Alan Beasley, 25 of Newmarket
failed to negotiate a left hand curve leading ·to
Spaulding Turnkpike Wednesday afternoon.
Neither occupant was seriously injured and they
were treated for cuts and bruises before being
released from Portsmouth Hospital.
Beasley was charged with driving while intoxicated
and released on $400 recognizance charges, according
to patrolman Doug Lorenz.
Andrew W. Worster, 23 of Kittery Maine was
the passenger.

Reporters restricted

Inmates tested for AIDS

New restrictions will be placed on journalists
in·South Africa because the government feels it
is being misrepresented abroad.
Some of the actions speculated include faster
deportation of reporters who dispatch distorted
or hostile information; careful screening of
journalists applying fo~ visas and renewed work
permit.s; and further restrictions on subject matter.

Legal questions surrounding testing for aids were
discussed by Strafford County Commissioners
Tuesday morning to determine whether it is possible
to test inmates at Strafford County Jail.
The cost of individual testing is being exmined.
If approved the county will cover the costs.
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Greek representation sought
By Leonard E. Dodge
Some student senators are
annoyed that the Greek system
is not represented on the Student Organization Committee.
(SOC)
None of the three students
in SOC belong to fraternities
or sororities.
During the October 20th
student senate meeting, former
Financial Affairs and Administration Chairman Doug
LaChance expressed criticism
of Student Body President
Deanne Ethier for not appointing any Greeks to the Student
Organization Committee.
The SOC has six officials
altogether, including two faculty
members, three students and
Assistant Director of Student
Activities, Renee Ramano.
The SOC is responsible for
deciding whether an illegal act
that takes place during a sponsored activity is an organizational or individual misdemeanor. ,
If the SOC determines that
an organization is at fault, then
it is brought before the Judicial
Board.
-

If a Greek organization is
brought before the SOC, it is
up to the SOC to determine if
the house is responsible for any
illegal action as an organization.
"As a member of the Greek
System t would like to see a
Greek on the SOC,", said Jim
LaPierre, Acacia brother and
senate business manager.
"Greek interest needs to be
represented on the SOC."
However, this view is not
shared by all. Jeff Foy, student
body vice-president and Sigma
Nu brother, said "there is no
need for a special representative
from the Greek system." Foy
added there is no need for a bill
requiring one Greek representative on the SOC, and said he
would not support one.
There are Cllrrently 19 fraternities and sororities, making
up about 20 percent of the
student organizations, and 15
percent of the student body.
The three current student
members of the SOC are Ken
Bartlett, student senate Judicial
Affairs chairman, David Bischoff, student senator of Alexander Hall, and MaryAnn Sin-

gleton, PFO representative on
the SOC.
"The Greek system, other
than SAFC (Student Activity
Fee Council) is the only cohesive

i:w:':rnm~:r:f::\:::::::m:::mm!:rn:::::::m~:~~

group on campus," said LaPie- l{frnmrnnwmrn;mmrni~J~lITTi~:rmimm~m:m~ttlt?tHlflfl[@@:mm:rnrnmmmrm
rre. "The PFO representative •:m:::::::::::~:::::::m=::::r::::~
to the SOC also sits on the SAFC
~WillW'Elfiil:@FiM'E.im~:l@ff:mtt
Council. If the 12 SAFC organizations have someone who sits
on SAFC as well as the SOC,
Ern~m~~~rn~:rn~~rn@r:~~~m@mw::::m~;~~*1~%8W~~
19
then thehave
Greek
organizations liIWJiifillEEMrnliIIfii%filffim&mra~MM~iltftSE&lfiliI!filrfS&SEEf£i~illfilEI:
should
a representative
on the SOC, according to LaPie- l~IJlliil~~[ll~ll~[illl[l,l,lllJflllil:l::lllill(t!ll!llil:llll[lllllll!lllllllllll
rre.
"l can uaderstand why the
Greek members are doing this.
If there is something between l@:in~rnrnl~IfffJfgrf:lrnmrn:r:mtr:::J:t:Jrna-rr::r:rtrn
the Greek system and Deanne,"
Rom a no said' .. it is WO rt h IS:lir1mmam1rnrnmillwf:frnli!:Hf::~rtlmrnrn@
looking into."
Bischoff disagreed: "I do not
see any reasons why the Greeks
deserve any special represen- •=m:%w=~~~,~~,~~~~rn~mmwruru~~w~rnw~~~
ration," he said . "The Greek
system cannot be treated as a
group of 19, since they are all
individually recognized organ- li!mtmmnnm:mmmm:@@~nr:mm~1mrnmrnmrn:r:i:~rnmmmt1mm
izations."
"It will be nice to have a
Greek, but you cannot play

SOC, page 20

Citizens protest disposal
By Amy Hart
Dover and surrounding area .
residents protested strongly
against the prospect of New
Hampshire becoming the new
disposal site for high level
nv~lear ;waste d,u ripg the Governor's High Level Waste Task
Force informational meeting
Tuesday night. The meeting,
held at Dover High School, was
open to the public.
Approximately 200 concerned residents from the local
area came to hear the specifics
of Federal Department of Energy's (DOE) new "Crystalline
Repository Project." The project entails the encapsulation
of nuclear waste which is buried
into plutons, "deep vaults inside ·
granite deposits," said Howard
Weiler, DOE representative.
'Tm here to do my homework
so that New Hampshire is not
taken on a free ride," said one

elderly resident. "And I'm here
to see that my grandchildren
will have a future."
Weiler explained there are
236 rock bodies in 17 states
being considered as poteptial
dispo&al areas. The DOE's plan
is to narrow these choices down
to 15 bodies in 6 states by midDecember. Weiler said New
Hampshire has 24 rock bodies
potentially suitable for the
Crystalline Project.
The informational meeting,
said Chairman Alden Howard,
was arranged to give residents
the chance to voice concerns and
questions and to exchange rnformation about the New Hampshire area to the DOE.
The DOE will take these
concerns into consideration
when making the final decisions
on the placement of repositories, Howard said. At the same
time residents could learn about

the DOE project.
Howard arranged the meeting so the public would be given
the chance to voice these concerns after the DOE's and
opposition's ·present 1 their
views. The opposition was
represented by Phil Simmers
of the Office of State Planning.•,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., "'"'" " "' '·=· ~= :=:=:=:=: : ; : :=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=: :
Simmers said presently the state
is looking into possible legal
action to force the DOE out of i:w~;::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::t;:::::~:::~:~::
the state of New Hampshire.
State representatives said

1111111111111111111
l\.l l l .'.l l \l\ ~l\ ·\1l \.\l=l \ ~·1 1r1=j·l l ~\'\l\l·l·\l\ l\.\.l\ l .:l·11:.:l[\lllllllll~\.llllJ(ll

parts
of factors
the state,could
including
state ll.=l\\ll\·\.
several
disqualify
.
reliance on tourism and underground water. New Hampshire
0 1
was
a ls
a be
d as a state l l l ~l:l lil :!il il i!il l l l l l:l l:l :l:lilil!IJlil l l l l l:l l l l l lj ji lil:l l l l l l l l l 1
frequented
byIleearthquakes
where faulting causes the rock l!Mil~:;2rnEJJl[:E~miliWiiEH!mHm:tmmrn
to crack th us defeating the •==~:::::::::~::::::::::~~::::::
purpose of the project.
The transportation issue was

A house of horrors was laid on for visitors to Kappa Sigma, Thursday night, as part of a
Halloween fund-raising campaign. (Sanjay Jain photo)
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Open House boasts
·big turnout

J(amne$ty ·
qj:: international

By Ed Garland

I

/

(your local chapter)

will have its regular
monthly meeting
Monday, November 4
in Hamilton-Smith 110
7:30 pm
FOCUS: South Africa

"Very successful" is how
coordinator Cynthia O'Brien
described the Woman's Center
Open House Wednesday.
O'Brien said 4 7 people attended the Open House in the
MUB's Room 134 between 9am
and 4pm. She said she was
surprised by the turnout, expecting fifteen or twenty people.
"The majority came in from
seeing posters and ads," O'Brien
said.
"It's something I've been
wanting to do but the posters
gave me the incentive," said
Pamela Ruford, a student who
attended the Open House.
O'Brien said the Women's
Center, which was founded in
the fall of 1973, exists to provide

A defense
against cancer

-film on South Africa
-work on oµr local ~hapter's caseSamuel Majola, prisoner of conscience
in South Africa
All are welcome

·······································~·················

can be cooked up
in your kitchen.
There is evidence that diet and
cancer are related. Follow these
modifications in your daily diet to
reduce chances of getting cancer.
1. Eat more high-fiber foods such
as fruits and vegetables and wholegrain cereals.
2. Include dark green and deep
yellow fruits and vegetables rich in
vitamins A and C.

support for women.
"We're not anti-men, we're
pro-women," O'Brien said.
"Primarily we're a resource
center."
The Women's Center maintains a library of feminist literature as well as a legal and
medical references file.
'.'The Women's Center provides a space for on and off
campus women who desire to
learn more about women's
issues and themselves as women," O 'Brien said. "We're here
to raise a consciousness on
campus concerning women's
issues."
These issues include Equal
Rights, violence against women,
abortion rights, and health
~ssues.
_
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption
,of salt-cured, smoked and nitritecured foods.
5. Cut down on total fat intake
from animal sources and fats and
oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption
of alcoholic beverages.
No one faces cancer alone.

t

AMERICAN C"ANCER SOOETY

SPRING
HORSEMANSHIP
ANSC402

·································~·

Current issues - nonfiction

Pre-deadline
•
meeting
Bring your writing or just
•
· drop in
Monday, Nov. 4, 6-9 pm, MUB Rm. 153
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PRESIGN UP NOV 4, 5-7
PREREG NOV 5, 8a.m.

light horse classroom
Beg-Int I Lecture: 1-2:00 T
Beg MWF 9-10
MW 5 :00-6:30
ABegMWF8-9
Int I MW 1-2:30
TR 11-12:30
TR 2:30-4:00

Int II Lecture: 1-2:00 W
Int II MW 11-12:30
TR8-9:30
WF 3-4:30
Adv. TR 1-2:30

all students are eligible
check Stable for times &levels
for information call Janet
•_______e_r.ig_g_s..11.1.~.1.11.1-•
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Dith Pran tells story at UNH
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1
By Lisa Karakostas

afraid it would be like the
Vietnam War.
Pran said he believes the only
way to solve the Cambodian
problem is to disarm all sides.
He wants Cambodia to be neutral and wants the United States
to play a mediator role and stay
away from the conflict.
He asked the audience to
support humanitarian aid and
to promote peace for his country. He said he wished more
people would be willing to help
the Cambodian refugees.
Dith Fran said Cambodia is
run by a real dictatorship. "The
people are really powerless, they
have no freedom to say anything," he said. "You don't know
when you're going to die. You
don't know when you'll be the
next one."

f-Jran 's mother and sister still
live in Cambodia where he said
living conditions are very poor.
"People cannot produce rice,"
he said. "They can not sleep well
at night because that is when
the guerrillas come and kill you."
Fran said there is no chance
of his going back to Cambodia
unless it becomes what he
wants, a peaceful, independent,
neu'tral country. He said he still
has nightmares about Cambodia, even though he has lived
in the United States for the past
six years working as a photographer for The New York
Times.
"This movie made me cry a
lot," he said, with visible emotion. "When you suffer a lot
everything you hate is always
sticking with you."

"I am not a hero," said Dith
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater Workshop, Stage
Fran after receiving a standing
Combat, HennessyTheater, Paul Arts, Noon to 1 p.m.
ovation as he walked onto the
stage. The 750 people who saw
VOCAL DUO-RECITAL: Audrey Adams Havsky, UNH
the movie The Killing Fields
Department of Music and Lisa Wolff of Manchester. Grace
Episcopal Church, 106 Lowell Street, Manchester, NH, 7:30
and heard Fran speak in the
p.m. Donation $3.
MUB Tuesday night would
. disagree with him:
MUB PUB-MUSO HALLOWEEN MOVIE: "Tales of the
The Killing Fields is the true
Crypt."
PUB, Memorial Union, 10 p.m. and midnight. Students,
story of Dith Pran's life during
$1, Non-students $2.
and after the v ietnam war and
the invasion of Cambodia.
Fran worked with Sydney
Shanberg, a journalist for The
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER2
New'York Times, during this
time. Shanberg helped Fran's
UNH FACULTY CENTER BENEFIT: "All this ... And that,
family escape to the United
Too!" a musical revue . Cast includes facul_!y, staff, and
States but Pran decided to stay
townspeople. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8- p.m.
behind and continue his work
Tickets available at door $2. Everyone invited.
with Shanberg.
_
Fran was not allowed to leave
MUB PUB: Al Halliday & the Hurricanes,· Bruce Springsteen
Cambodia with the rest of the
Cover Band. Pub, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $4, Nonjournalists and was caught by
students $6
the Khmer Rouge and placed
in a prison camp for four years.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3
With a great deal of emotion,
Fran told the audience about the
Ellen Moulton, piano, Senior Recital: Bratton Recital Hall,
time he spent in the camp.
Paul
Arts, 3 p.m.
"It seemed like 40 years," he
said. The prisoners were fed
MUSO FILM SERIES : "The Candidate," Strafford Room,
only two meals a day which
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students
consisted only of a small portion
$2.
of soup. He tried to steal and
MUB PUB: Boston Comedy Company, PUB, Memorial Union,
grow food but was caught and
8 p.m. Students $2, Non-students $4.
beaten for it. He did it over and
over though because he was
hungry.
.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5
"When you' re hungry you eat
anything," Pran said, telling
ELECTION DAY: No exams may be scheduled.
how he ate rats, snakes, snails,
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Greek Art, Margo Clark,
scorpions, and frogs to stay
Arts. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11a.m.to12_:30 p.m.
alive. "A rat is like a steak when
you' re hungry," he said. "It's
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES: "Bob the Gambler."
very tasty."
Room 303,James, 3;30 p.m. Admission-$1.
Fran told of how the prisoners were brainwashed into thinkSHAKESPEARE FILM SERIES: "Hamlet." Room 110,
ing that the Khmer Rouge was
Murkland, 7 :00 p.m.
the best government. They told
the prisoners that everyone had
WOMEN'S HEAL TH TRANSITIONS: First session of a
jobs now that they ruled, he said.
five part series, "Celebration of Birth" -a panel discussion
Fran described some of these
on birthing-1985. Speakers,John B. Gillespie,M.D., Obstertrics
jobs for the audience. He told
& Gynecology; Mary Lou Asbell, RN, MS, Maternal Child
of how the elderly people were Dith Pran transfixed an audience in the MUB this week with
Care Instructor; /udy Edwards, CNM, Midwife; all of
forced to collect human excrete- the horrific account of his experiences in Cambodia after the
Wentworth-Doug ass. Alumni Center, 7:00 p.m. Students
me nt for fertilizer. This upset Kmer Rouge victory. (Frank Constantino photo)
free with ID, General $2.
.
him and made him sad because
the Asian people had always had
UNH JAZZ BAND: Charlie Jennison, directing, Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
great respect for their elderly. ·
The Khmer Rouge found a
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MONTHLY MEETING:
job for everyone, Pran said. The
Monday:, Nov. 4. Hamilton-Smith Room 110, 7:30 p.m. Focus
blind people were f~rced to
on South Africa.
.·
stand in the rice fields all day
and yell in order to scare away
By Lisa Karakostas
the birds.
uals, groups or families who
"It's very hard to explain to
"New Hampshire is a great wish to sponsor refugees.- She
you," a frustrated Fran said. place to place refugees," said talks with groups and answers
"The Khmer always do things Marge Edmonds. Edmonds any questions or concerns they
with high quaritu,1 low coat
.
, m.........i ...1in opposite ways." He told of works for the Lutheran Services migh t have about sponsoring
"'7
..... .....
how the Khmer Rouge did not Association of New England a refugee family. .
Order TheLMTE'"""; llcbfmm 12 Tt!fllbdmyl
believe in religion or education. helping to resettle Cambodian,
The first step is deciding you
•Dlaclow,.., Wdng_ at»-.;ea for which~ ptrll#owly
Fran said he never gave up Vietnamese, Laotian, and East- want to s po nso r a refugee
had to pay big tnOt1f1K and QOM the (:OflChlng schoois onebethis hope during the four years . ern European refugees.
family, according to Edmonds.
ter by f8Wla/lng
known only to the teatmalcent
he spent in the prison camp,
"There is a good job market," Then she goes to work finding
themaeNe& •
- Ralph Nader
however. He said that through- Edmonds said. "The kids adjust one. She said the interviewing
Send$12to:
TESTINGFORTHEPUBLIC
out history he has seen that the well to the schools, we've had of Cambodian refugees has
(1st Class Mail)
1308 Peralta
"good guy" always prevails.
an excellent response from the stopped but there are others
Berkeley. CA 94702
"Bad guy never can stay community, and we've had pret- w~n~da~orurujmt~~ill~W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
forever. Always good guy will ty good luck finding housing."
Edmonds believes the -pro - ~~~~~~~~~~~~MA.~.!.t..lil!AJ..r.!"1~....WV.WlA.!A.lA!A.W...M!JJ.A!.,.A:)
come and chase them out," he
According to Edmonds, the gram has been very successful.
said. "I always believed that."
refugees are self-sufficient. Any one wishing to sponsor a
Fran still believes that. He "They have a low dependency refugee family may call her at
Attention
stressed that the war in Cam- on welfare and assistance."
742-7631.
bodia is not over. and the CamEdmonds works with individbodian people need help. He is
against military aid, however.
Fran believes that is the
reason the war in Cambodia
started. He said the problems
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semican not be solved with weapons.
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
_ . Space will be available in some Semester
The super powers (Soviet
151 of the Memorial Union Buildii;ig, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Union, Red China) made the
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm . Academic year subscription:
II honors courses on a first come first
war and no one can stop it unless
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
~he super powers want to help,
serve basis. For further i~formation please
iesponsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
he said.
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
contact your college advising office or the
Fran stressed he wants the
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
1
American government to pro151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
Honors Program Office, Thompson Hall,
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
mote peace and be a mediator
Room 209, 862-3928.
for this conflict, but does not
want them to become politically
,.
"
"
"
involved in Cambodia. He is

New· Hampshire is
ideal for refugees
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Forest Park open to
special undergrads

oncss
ACADEMIC
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD-DIJON FOR 1986-87:
Sponsored by French & Italian Department.
Meeting, Monday, November 4, Room 205,
Murkland, 3 to 4 p.m. Anyone welcome to attend.
Students unable to attend, -should make an
appointment to see Professor Barbara Cooper in
Murkland 102.
·
COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT: Sponsored by
Program for International Perspectives and
Complex Systems Research Center. For Semester
II, course examines relationship between natural
ecosystem processes and human activities in
Amazon River basin and other rapidly developing
areas. Instructors, Dr. Judith Spiller and David
Skole. PIP 699 meets M, W, 3:40 to 5 p.m.
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FUND
(CURF) COMPETITION: CURF awards provide
support for graduate su:1dent research projects
and for which the solicitation of externai funds
is neither practical nor feasible. Awards range tron
$100 to $2400. Applications available in Research
Administration Office, Room 108, Horton. Proposals, completed applications and supporting letters
due in Research Administration Office by 4:30
p.m., November 12, 1985.
OVERSEAS POST: Sponsored by French Department. English language teaching assistantship
in a French secondary school. Graduating seniors
with a strong background in French are invited
to submit applications by noon, November 15.
Information in French Department, Room 102,
Murkland.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
AIDS INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Campus Gay Alliance, Health Education Center
and UNH Health Services. Learn the facts, dispel
the myths. Literature about the nature of disease.
Friday, November 1, Balcony Table, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
UNH VS. RHODE ISLAND PRE-GAME TAILGATING: Sponsored by UNH lOOClub. Also a
post game reception at URI University Club.
Saturd~y, November 2, University of Rhode Island,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Monday, November 4,
Durham Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
UNH PHYSICS CLUB GENERAL ASSEMBLY:
Discussion of club activities, followed by a movie
presentation. New members welcome. Monday,
November 4, 3rd floor, Demerrit, 7 p.m.
NOVEMBER BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. Non-Traditional
Student Center (for those students returning to
school after a break) invites you to November Bag
Lunches. Tuesdays, November 5, Underwood
House, 17 Rosemary Lane, noon to 2 p.m. For more
information, stop by or call 862-3647.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MEETING: Tuesday,
November 5, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union,
12:30 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade For Christ. Thursday, November 5, 7 p.m.
HELPING HANDS STUDENT MEMBER MEETING: The purpose of our organization is to become
a "role model" -big friend-to youngsters in the
Durham area. Want members, a.11 welcome!
Rewarding experience for you and the youngster.
Thursday, November 7, Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 7 to 8:30 p.m.

UNH VS. · MAINE PRE-GAME BUFFET:
Sp<:>nsored by UNH 100 Club. Saturday, November
9, U Maine's Wells Commons, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
$4.50 per person. Contact Bill Pizzano, 862-2040
for more information.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE MEETING: For the
movers, the shakers, the policy makers, and anyone
willing to put in any amount of active participation.
Many projects in the works. If they're going to
happen, we need you! CGA is open to ALL persons;
men and women, gay, lesbian, bisexual, heterosexual
or asexual. If you would like to get involved or
just want more information, write: CGA, Room
126, MUB or call 862-1001 or 862-2257 and leave
a message. All communications are completely
confidential. Tuesday, November 12, Philip Hale
Room, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.

CAREER
PUBLISHING CAREER NIGHT: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement, Alumni Office and
Field Experience. Professionals from the publishing
field will be on hand to discuss their car~ers . Tuesgay,
November 5, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. A member of staff
will be available to briefly answer questions and
provide information. Monday, November 4, Balcony
Table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
RESU_ME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Lecture and
discussion session devoted to written job search
communication: resumes, cover letters, etc. Monday,
November 4, Forum Room, Library, 6 to 7:)0 p.m.
METHODS OF MAKING CAREER/LIFE DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Learn about decision making styles
and how they affect career choices. Barriers to
decision making also covered. Tuesday, November
5, Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m.

HEALTH
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsored
by Health Education Center. Discussion of how
alcohol effects perception and decision-making.
Monday, November 4, Fairchild Hall, 7 p.m. and
1st & secon~ floor, Stoke at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday,
November 5, Hetzel, 8:30 p.m.
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM: Sponsored
by Health Education Center. Tuesday, November
4, Sawyer, 7 p.m.
.. .
WHY STUDENTS DRINK: Sponsored by Health
Education Center. Discussion of reason for drinking
results of abusive behavior and responsible use
of alcohol. Tuesday, November 5, Alexander, 10
~m
.
COUNSELING FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES:
Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health
Services. Counseling available by appointment _
regarding issues such as body image, relationships,
independence/dependence, etc. Wednesdays, Lower
Level Hood House, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Call 8623823 for an appointment ..

GENERAL
LOTUS INTEREST GROUP MONTHLY MEETING: Share questions, problems and tips on
electronic spreadsheet programs. Thursday, November 7, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 1 p.m.

ATTENTION all Deadheads
Please, I am desperate.
Need one ticket to each night in Worcester.
Will pay and give free ride to and from show.

Call Meg 868-1545 evenings and leave message.

By Patricia Crawford
Large. Small. Co-ed. Singlesex. Quiet. International. Thematic. Undergraduate Apartment Complex. Graduate dorm.
Single. Double. Triple.
The list is extensive, but not
yet complete. Hidden behind
the Mini Dorms in Area III is
Forest Park, a 154-apartment
family housing complex.
The complex, which includes
two-bedroom, one-bedroom,
and studio apartments, is open
to any full-time undergraduate
or graduate UNH student who
either is married (with or without children) or a single parent,
said Forest Park Manager Jerry
Sorge.
Single parents dominate the
-popuJation within Forest Park.
"Of the 154 apartments, 87 are
rented to singl~ parents, 78 of
whom are mothers," said Sorge.
"The rise of single parenthood is increasing dramatically,"
he said, "because women are no
longer tolerating certain dynamics; they're getting divorces and
separations."
Many divorced women who
hadn't gone to college or completed their educations "are now
enrolling and trying to ma,ke
a go of their new lives," he
added.
Students sign a 12-month
lease and are guaranteed housing for five years. "This alleviates a lot of anxiety for them
because they don't have to go
apartment-hunting every year,"
said Sorge.
"Forest Park also provides
more realistic rental rates than
other housing options," he said.
A two-bedroom place in Phase
I costs $294/month; a twobedroom apartment in Phase
II costs $306/month; a onebedroom place is $263/month;
and a studio costs $218/ month.
All rates include utilities (excluding phone) and rubbish/ snow removal.
Phase I and II apartments
differ in terms of aesthetics and
appliance size. "The landscaping ar9und Phase I is more
developed than that by Phase _
II apartments, and Phase I is
further away from the railroad

tracks," he said.
"On the other hand, Phase
II offers little things like more
kitchen counter space and larger
refrigerators," Sorge added.
On a space-available basis,
UNH faculty and staff can apply
for housing. "This year they
make up 16 percent of the Forest
Park population," he said. This
arrangement is !deal for visiting
faculty and newly appointed
professors who are new to the
area and have not found a
permanent place.
Unlike students however,
faculty can live in Forest Park
for only two years, Sorge added.
Depending upon their ages
and family situations, the students enroll their children in
the Oyster River (Durham) or
Mastway (Lee) school systems
and/ or day care centers, said
~orge.

An additional convenience
is the' Forest .P ark Group Day
Care Center located within the
apartment complex. A private
non-prof it organization, the
Center is staffed by two full-time
licensed 'teachers, about a dozen
work-study students, and fulltime Director Beth Setear.
"Eighty-four percent of the
children are University-related,
59 percent of whom are form
Forest Park families," said
Setear.
While the University provides no annual financial support, it did pay for a recent
expansion and renovation of the
Center, said Setear. "In return,
we pay them rent for the space,"
she added.
The center mainly stresses
socialization skills and development, but does provide
academically-oriented activities
such as math, reading, and
science, said Setear.
. Forest Park is essentially a
community unto itself, as is any
other subgroup within the University. And just as it recognizes
the interests of the traditional
undergraduate student, Residential Life provides an environment conducive to the diversified needs of the married and
single parent student.

Single mom loosens
bonds of ignorance
By Patricia Crawford
A) part-time employee
B) full-time single parent
C) full-time student
D) all of the above
A less-than-ideal arrangement, choice D has been a fact
of collegiate life for Holly
Howard . A senior Computer
Science major, Howard lives at
·Forest Park with her five and
a p alf year-old son Levi and
works part-tjme for General
Electric in Somersworth.
"It's a difficult and frustrating
balancing act," said Hov:rard,
"but it was because of Levi that
I came to college."
Levi, who was born with
Down's Syndrome, touched off
a string of thoughts and emotions in his mother. "Even
before he was born I had always
been unhappy, but didn't know
why. Through him I realized
that I had no direction because
I was bound by my ignorance,"
said Howard.

"I had no frame of reference
by which to make decisions. In
fact, the only decision I had
really ever made was not to
make decisions," she said.
"There's an inscription on the
front of Dimond Library that
I now follow. It says 'You shall
know the truth and the truth
shall make you free."
Because of Howard's demanding responsibilities, she follows
a tight schedule. "I usually wake
up at 4 or 5 in the morning and
study until 7. Then I get Levi
ready for school and start out
for my own classes," she said.
· Howard does the majority of
her studying during the day
while Levi is at Mastway (in
Lee) in the morning and at the
Forest Park Group Day Care
Center during the afternoon.
"Once he comes home for the
day, I put away my books and
we spend the evenings together.
PARENTING, page 22
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Lectur e series on
women 's health

Newcl as
on global
•
issues
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By Carrie Keating
A new class dealing with
issues ranging from acid rain
to world famine will be offered
by the Program in International
Perspectives next semester. 1
Entitled "Global Processes:
Environmental Cycles and Social Change," the four-credit
course will be taught by Dr. Judy
Spiller, an assistant research
professor, and David Skole, a
research scientist.
"We'll be looking at global
processes such as the accumulation of carbon dioxide, effects
of deforestation, acid rain and
how these problems effect the
different regions of the world," Spiller said. "We'll try to find
Spiller said.
out what the root causes are,"
Among other areas in the Spiller said. "Is it overpopulaworld, the course will focus on tion, environmental change,
the Sahel Region in Africa and and/or the political system?"
the Amazon River Basin. CurAccording to Spiller, the class
rently a massive drought is will involve the integration of
occurring in the Sahel region, information from a broad range
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.
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of scientific disciplines, including the study of socio-political
systems and economic ar~as.
"We'll use maps of soil, vegetation, hydrological cycles, and
information on what demands
diffe7,ent kinds of agriculture
have.

.

By Fiona Jameson
The Granite State Room will
be converted into Venice as the
Hotel Administration students
put on their second theme
dinner of the semester. J'he
Gourmet Dinner," called "An
Evening in Venice" will feature
Italian dishes and will be held
November 15-16.
Students from Hotel 667,
Advanced Food and Beverage
Management, will plan and
prepare the dinner, which will
be a nine course meal featuring
dishes such as sauteed veal in
a creamy mushroom and wine
sauce and an entree of sauteed
shri~p and scallops on rice. The
dinner will be served by first
year Hotel students, and wine
expert Sharon Piech will introduce different wines to accompany the meal.
The wines will be available
for purchase by the bottle, with
prices ranging from $4 to $11.
Entertainment for the evening will be provided by Pam
Wolfe, who will sing selections
from light Italian opera, and an
Italian band, Reminiscence, will
play music throughout the
night.
The "Hour de Apritivo"
begins at 6:15 p.m. and complimentary wine will be served at
this time. The dinner begins at
7 p.m. Tickets for the dinner

I

obstetrician and gynecologist,
By Cynthya Cummings
Mary Lou A.shell, R.N., M.S.
Modern day nurse midwife, Matetnal Child Care Instructor,
humanizing the birthing expe- and Judy Edwards, C.N.M.,
rience, and current concepts in Midwife. All three are staff
infertility will be discussed this members, at WentworthTuesday in the John S. Elliot Douglass Hospital.
Alumni Center at UNH.
"Sexuality: From Car Seat To
"A Celebration of Birth" will Back Seat," November 12, will
be discussed at 7 p.m., Tuesday, feature Leonard M. Small, M.D.,
November 5, in the first of a Pediatrician from Wentworthfive-part series on women's Douglass Hospital.
.
health issues. On hand will be
Session III, "Eating Disa midwife, a Maternal Child orders: What People Need to
Care instructor and an Obste- Know" will be held November
trician Gynecologist.
19. Speakers include Joanne
The series, "Women's Health Curran-Celantane, Ph.D., direcTransitions" will run for five tor of Counseling and Testing,
consecutive Tuesdays. It is cos- UNH Division of Student Afponsored by UNH Health Ser- fairs.
vices and the Wentworth"The New Superwoman_and
Douglass Hospital.
.
Stress" will be the topic for
Birth, sexuality, eating dis- session IV, to be held November
orders, and superwoman stress 26. Cathryn Adamsky, Ph.D.,
are the topics to be discussed coordinator of Women Studies,
at the Elliot Alumni Center. Carol Eiler, A.R.N.P., UNH
UNH students can attend the Health Services, and Elizabeth
sessions without charge, a $2 J. MacDonald, M.A., community
fee will be charged to the general health educator at UNH, UNH
public per session.
Health Services, will be the
"This is the first cosponsored featured speakers. ·
educational series by UNH and
The last session of the series,
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital. "Aging: Growing Older-Getting
I hope this is a trend that will Better" will be held December
continue," said Noreen Biehl, 3. The speakers will be William
director of organizational de- E. Cusack, Jr.,M.D., Obstetrics
ve lo pmen t at Wentworth- and Gynecology of WentworthDouglass. "There is an enor- Douglass Hospital, Betty Holmous amount of information royd Roberts, Ph.D., chairperwe can share to benefit the son, Dept. of Social Service,
public."
Associate Professor, UNH, and
· "Celebration of Birth," the Raelene Shippee-Rice, R.N.,
November 5 session, will fea- M.S. associate professor of
ture Dr. John Gillespie, an nursing, UNH.
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On problem solving exams, first determine exactly what you are required
to find. What does the answer look like? Is it speed? A temperature?
Or energy? Also estimate the answer before you begin to work the
problem .. Check your an~wer against your estimate: Does it answer
the question asked? Does tt make reasonable sense?
·
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The Second Annual

SPRING BREAK

Sail to the Bahamas!
Rohit Kichlu, marketing manager of the November Gourmet
dinner which will feature Italian food. Hotel Administration
majors will host the function in the Granite State Room. (Sanjay
Jain photo)
will be available at the MUB between S7 ,000 and $8,000 and
ticket office, and the price of students hope to cover the cost
the dinner is $15 .95.
of the meal through ticket sales,
The budget for the dinner is according to marketing manager
Rohit Kichlu.

--------- -------W "ASTE- --------- -----(continued from page 3)

also raised. New Hampshire
roads were described as unsafe.
One representative pointed out,
"Since Rt. 93 is the only interstate highway and most other
roads are reduced to 2-barrel
lane highways, the toxic waste
would be difficult and dangerous
to trans port."
Many residents supported
these disqualifying factors, stating that New Hampshire is not
right for the DOE project. "Let
some other state have the reward of this repository prize,
New Hampshire doesn't want

PAGE SEVEN

it," said State Representative
Wight.
The meeting continued and
frustration grew, as one Rye
resident, Guy Chichester accused
the DOE and government of
trying to complete the project
in secrecy. Chichester said if the
public does not know of this
secrecy then how is the public
to be well informed. "Let's not
participate any longer in imitation democracy," he said. He
continued speaking for another
15 minutes after this comment,
taking time away from oth~r

public speakers to voice theu
concerns. As he continued, many
residents left.
Chairman Howard ordered
Chichester to step down, asking
him to give others a charice to
speak. He refused. At one point
Chichester was interrupted by
Wight. Wight pointed across
the room saying, "This man is
a fink, he performed the same
act last year at the Clamshell
Alliance meeting in Rye refusing to step down to the Governor!"

Includes:
• Grand Bahamas, Freeport, Great Isacs
and The Biminis
• Accommodations on board fully equipped
40-45 ft. luxury yachts
• All Coast Guard required safety equipment
• Licensed Captain
• Customs and dockage
• 3 me.als a day
(real food, not just hot dogs)
• Beverages
• Entertainment extras: Wind surfing
Snorkel gear
Cassette deck
and night life galore!

7 nights an'd 8 days
for only

$399 per person!

Speice Limited!
Due to an inFrease in demand,
$100 deposit due by November 30, 1985.
Total due by February 1, 1986.
(including a $50 damage deposit)

For more information, ·
contact Campus Representative:
. . . . . .""""'-- Frank Pfosi, Lucy Lee Charters
·436-9972
Box 4133
Portsmouth, !_'IH 03801
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WANTED:

Presents:

MUB Building Managers
for Spring/Fall '86

UNIVERSITY
-TOPICSo~

The Office of Student Activities is seeking highly
respo~sible, dedicated students to work as M UB
Building Managers. A number of positions are
available for Spring and Fall '86 employment.
Starting salary is $4.05 per hour, work-study
preferred.

Applications may be picked up at the Office of Student
Activities, Roo~ 322, MUB.

Deadline for applications: Friday, November 15.
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1985 GRANITE
will be here at the end .of November~
-~······························································································~·······

FINAL CLEAR ANCE
SALE:

•••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••

1984 GRANITE
on sale for $5.00 until they're gone.

Notice: Seniors, all time slots for Senior Portraits are
full. However, there will be a second sitting in February .
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Creation versus evolution
By Matt Jasper
people. He said, "we seem to
"Be suspicious of extremists. be living in a time where J:eoi:le
Be suspicious of people who want nice simple, right or wrong
have nice, simple anwers," was answers."
the advice UNH zoology proThis black or white, wrong
fessor Wilbur Bullock gave. He or right attitude is something
was invited by the intervarsity Bullock wishes to educate people
Christian Fellowship to discuss against. 'The -extremists vievolution and creationism on ciously malign all those who ·
Wednesday night.
disagree wi,th them and popuBullock, an evangelic Chris- larize gross. distortions. On the
tian, presented his ideas almost Christian side these extremists
as objectively as when he ad- are making their narrow and
dressed a zoology seminar last rigid conclusions a primary
week on the same topic. The doctrinal distinction for true
only supposition was "God did fellowship with Jesus Christ.
it, that's that, but how?"
Their attit_udes are often-'You
The ques,,t ion of "How?" is better believe what I believe
1
the topic ofconsiderable debate about creation or you' re not even
among Christian -and nq,n- Christian." On the scientific side
Christians. Bullock views this there are efforts to tar all
debate as unimportant ih that Christians with the brush of
"we should be more concerned e·xtreme creationism and make
with the problems of here and us sound like a bun.ch of weirnow as well as our-contributi- dos."
ons to the future ra-ther than
Bullock believes that "recent
worrying about the distant creationism and flood geology
past." But he does see the is going to pass away." He
controversy as important be- opposed the extremist view that
cause it is one that divides "The earth and aUlife on it were

created on October 23, 4004 BC,
a Sunday, at 9:00 am" by citing
inconsistant scientific "proof'
and misreading of genealogies.
Genealogies are often misread
because terms such as the Hebrew "son of' can refer to more
than the literal meaning. He
also said he opposed pure literal
interpretation of the Bible citing
"poetic, symbolic, and common
language" interpretations.
Because Professor Bullock
considered many interpretations and attempted to remain
objective, the argument was
inconclusive. The only real
conCiusion was that there was
no "real" conclusion.
Bullock's message was one
raising "recognition of extremism on both sides of the
creationism-evolutionism argument and the need for accurate definitions and accurate
history."
Reaction to the lecture was
positive, although many in the

EVOLUTION, page 20

Choose England for a year
By Sue Young
For sophomores interested
in spending their junior year
abroad, the best country to go
to is England, according to
Barrie Raynor.
Raynor is a professor of
Chemistry at Leicester U niversity in England. He is also an
Overseas Liason Officer who
recently visited UNH in an
attempt to inform students of
the academic, cultural, and social
advantages of living and studying abroad.
Raynor said Leicester University, in particular, "offers
a wider range of disciplines than
almost any other university of
its size in Britain and in certain
areas .. .its research has an international reputation."
.
Located nearly 100 miles from
London (1.25 hours by train),
it is an ideal spot for American
students, who are welcome to
taste the British lifes'tyle with-

out being just another tourist,
he said.
· According to Raynor, all
students accepted into Leicester
University's Year Abroad Program are guaranteed universityowned housing. The intent is
to allow for interaction between
British and American students.
Almost 3000 students of an
approximate undergraduate population of 3500, live in university housing. Room and · board
costs which ·r ange in price $310
per academic year without meals
to $695 with meals. Tuition,
depending on the course of
study, ranges from $2245 per
academic year to $5455.
The academic year lasts from
the first week in October to the
end of June. There are 3 tenweek terms, but at the end of
each term, the courses do not
end. Each course lasts the full
30 weeks. Examinations take
place at the end of June.

FIZZ QUIZ#l

Professor Wilbur Bullock addressing the issue of evolution
versus creationism at the invitation of the intervarsity Christian
Fellowship. (Cindy Rich photo)

.................................
. *

*

**
***
*
:*

A normal course load for
British students is 3 courses per
year. Since the British degree
system is more concentrated
than UNH's, their average of
9 units or credits earned per year :
is equivalent to our average of
24-32 credits per year.
Any additional details and
application forms are available
at the Center for International
Perspectiyes~ located in the _
Administrative Building at the :
New England Center.

7 pm & 9 pm $1.75
Matinee Sat. & Su. 2 pm $1.25

**

*
*

New Acquisitions:
Breakfast Club
: Missing in Action 2
: Police Academv 2

American Heart
Association

:

*

~

~

,_

What type of soft drink doubles
as a battery cleaner?

~Question:

1ft~1irii1Jtt1•
HE

MAl<[S

[Vil

AN

LVE.NT

Sunday, November 3, 1985
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
©1985, The American Natural Beverage Corp.
100VarickSt., New York, NY 10013 Tel .: 1-800-Gi::T-SOl-10

*
*~

~

*
*
Special ·
:
*•••••••••+++
Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape
.............. .... *
:

'

Answer: See next page.

*

Also VCR rentals
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT.
is required

-

I•

i

Cat's Eye
~
Coming Soon: :
Be'!'erly Hills Cop

MUSO Fi Im Series Presents

The average American consumes 40 gallons
ofsoda a year, butfor this "one a day" habit,
what do we really know about soft drinks?
Take the "Fizz Quiz" and find out.

'**

'1'~eatrt ~idtn

i

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

***
*
**
:*

in .the Strafford Room, MUB
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.

.M USO present s....... .

----SATU~DAY,
.
8 p.rn.

Nov. 2, 1985 ----

in the· UNH Mub Pub· .
students ·.$4.00
non-stud ents $6.00

Tickets on sale in the Mub ticket-off ice. Wednesd ay, ·
Oct. 30, .1985 at 10 a·.m. Must he· 18 or older/ UN.H ID.~ Positive Proof of Age Required
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·

·. WINNER OF 5 . ..
·
ACADEMY AWARDS! .

· ·Best Foreign Substanc~

.,
;

I

.

. Pes~. Sona.A.1.>_o~ng__Gums ..
: Be~t Actress With Rubber~ Thighs
1

Bes(.~~y . ~Tip..~amed

5

Uoyd

.

··

.Best Watem Motel · · .

is holding a variety of yvorkshops this
fall to help you Prepare to applying to
GRA.b U A TE School. Before you Preregister,.·JOIN US!!

*EN,HANC·ING Y:O UR
. APPLICATION* - ~

*which undergraduate courses
Grad Schools expect you to. have.
*Field Placements & Internships
*Work Experiences
*Student Publications
*Clubs, Organizations' & Honor Societies

GIJII:rv

CH\L,OF(Etl ·
Boston~•

Most Outrageous. Co"1edy
Troupe/ ·.··
· FRIDAY·S 9 & 11>pm·

Wednesday Nov. 6 4-5 pm
Carroll Room MUB
In addition,.if ~u are one of the 800 plus UNH students who are first generation
college students AND low-income OR have a physical handicap or learning
disability, you may be eligible for these additional services and information:
-Audio !apes, manuals, and software for prepari!J_g for grad school admissions tests
-individualized counseling .and advising from a Graduate School Mentor
-referral to other on-campus resources

For further information, drop by Richards House, 1st Floor or call 862-3698.

=

§

6 C..... Street • Portlmouth, NH 03801
"3~100 ·
·

. .. .

=

a

<603>

I

TICKETS $5.00 ON·-SAiE ·NOW!

~ lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflll~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;~~~~~~;lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~lllllllllllllllllllllll~~lllllllllllllllllllli~

STUDENT SENATE

BE A PART OF_ _-,---_ _~
SCOPE

. SCOPE
Positiop. to .b e filled

SCOPE

SCOPE

If interested, pick-up
applications in the
Senate Office
Rm.130MUB

.STUDENTS interested
_'in volunteering for
production
and security
for the

SCOPE
SCOPE
SCOPE
SCOPE
SCOPE

SQLJEE2E.
cone e rt

MUST ATTEND
a m.a n d a t o r y
· meeting
Tuesday, N o v e m be r 5th
SCOPE .
_ 7:00 p.m.,
Merrimack Rm., MUB.

1
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.
ourbtood
·Havey . hecked.
pressure c
.
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

(continued from page 3)'
Gildea-Dinzeo sa-id of UNH, with three part-time assistants,
adding that between 10 and 20 and is in the process of recruitpercent of the student body has ing and training student peer
an alcohol problem.
counselors.
Many universities have a
Besides providing a counselpolicy of only dealing with ing service, health and drug
alcohol infractions which in- educators tour dormitories and
terfere with other people, Greek housing with film and
Gildea-Dinzeo said.
lecture presentations on sub"The most important thing stance abuse.
about a policy is fo be consistThere is an increasing
ant," she said. At UNH, resident number of students seeking help
assistants are instructed to curb from the educators, Gildeablatent breaches of the law, the Dinzio said, but added she is not
educator explained.
sure whether this indicates a
"(But) If you don't see it, you growing problem with alcohol
don't go looking for it," she said. abuse or simply a heightened
UNH officially began an awareness in the community.
alcohol education in 1978, setting up the Alcohol Advisory
She said that people are
Committee. Four years ago, a becoming more aware that what
health education program was might not have been regarded
started.
as a drinking problem in the
Gildea-Dinzio, who came to past, does in fact qualify as a
UNH three years ago, works problem.

-ALCOHOLkontinued from page 3)
interfere with the rights of other
students."
The other four "permissive"
schools included McGill, Stanford, the University of California at Davis and Yale.
On disciplinary problems at
his university, Black said he
believed State University of
New York was no different
from other universities. "I don't
think we're any better or any
worse than any other college
in the country ... we have our
round share here," he said.
Assistant Dean of Students
Patricia Cordner, at the University of Delaware, a school
listed by the report as having
"prohibitive" alcohol policies,
disagreed with the survey's
findings.
"I think we do more than
most schools," she said about
the university's alcohol education programs.
About 70 percent of the
school's judicial board cases are
linked to alcohol, Cordner said.
But first time offenders are
given the option to enroll in
alcohol education programs
instead of facing punishment,
she said.
Students help organize a
variety of programs at Delaware, Cordner said, including
counseling, film shows, and
presentations about the dangers
of abuse.
Cordner disagreed that the
school's strict enforcement of
the state's conservative alcohol
laws detracted from the alcohol
education program.
Several independant groups,
including Students against
Drunk Driving, (SADD) are
active on campus, and are encouraged by the university,
Cordner said.
Five other universities the
association listed as having
prohibitive policies include
Brigham Young, Virginia, Maryland, Wake Forest and New
Mexico.
Cordner said the dean of
students office at Delaware is
currently trying to discover
where the association got their
information. "They spoke to no
one in the dean of students
office," she said.
The association, founded in .
1978, commended the University of Rhode Island for offering
a four-credit course on alcohol.
"If students graduate without
having received an appreciation
for the problems and responsibilities of alcohol consumption, then to a certain degree,"
the association concluded, "our
educational system has failed."
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Just when you think 1-Jalloween is over ...
...-fri~ay, Novem ber 1, 1985iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

"TALES FROM THE CRYPT"
10:00 pm &12 Midnight
in the UNB MOB Pub
Students $1.00
Nonstudents $2.00
/

--Sat urday Novem ber 2, 1985~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bruc e Sprin gstee n Style & Fun

AL HALLIO AY &
THE HURRICANES
8:00 pm in t.h e Pub
Studen ts $4.00
Nonstudents $6.00

AND THE FUN DOE SN'T STO P ...
--Sun day Novem ber 3 1 9 8 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

_ Get Read y to Laug h with

THE BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY!!
. ·a:oo pm in the ,Pub
Students $2.00
Nonstudents $4.oo·
· . MUST BE 18 OR OLDER /UNH ID & POSITIVE ID REQUIRED
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Editorial
Wom en at work
The trouble with men, women have said,
is that they are single-minded and aggres- ·
sive. The trouble with women, many men
·say, is that they vacillate and hesitate to
commit themselves. The trouble with
stereotyping, of course, is that it rarely takes
account for the complexities of any issue.
Some critics hold men entirely responsible for their "male characteristics." Men,
it is said, consciously display aggressive
behavior to preserve their power, and
protect "their" domains from female
encroachment. Unfortunately, this is often
true. For some unknown reason, nothing
terrifies some men more than the prospect
of sharing the workplace with women.
Women pursuing a career are frequently
greeted with condescension and contempt
by male employers who know they can get
away with it. The employer holds the key
to his employees professional success, and
takes advantage of his powerful position.
A woman who objects to having her bottom
slapped might jeapordize her professional
future by complaining, and is consequently
under some pressure to tolerate ·otherwise
unacceptable behavior.
,Those a little more sympathetic of the

male sex will argue that men are simply
a· product of their circumstances. In more
primative times, at work or at war, physical
strength determined the survival in a
conflict and success in the workplace. Since
then, the nature of both work and war has
changed, but right or wrong, man has
continued to dominate both ar(;!nas. The
cumpetitive environment of the workplace,
not to mention the battlefield, generally
has not provided ideal conditions for the
development of the contemplative, circumspect qualities that are often attributed to
women. Employee and employer alike have
been expected to execute a task, and not
speqd time "weighing issues," or indulging
"personal feelings." This might not provide
a justification for male single-mindednes s,
but at least it provides something of an
explanation.
Now society is in transition, as women
begin to enter the workplace. Women are
st ill greatly outnumbered in most field,
which might explain why those who have
"made it" into senior professional positions
did so . by adopting "male" behavioral

characteristics. But given the nature of the ~~
professional environment, it is difficult
to see how anyone could succeed without
a degree of single-minded~ even aggressive,
determination. In most careers, the choice
remains either .to compete or sink.
Women face numerous barriers and
considerable prejudice in their just struggle
for equal treatment. It is anything but easy.
Tl:e s~r:ie struggle is still being waged by
rnmont1es.
l t would be encouraging to see the trickle
of women into the working world transformed into a flood. It will be a fine day
inLieed when career success is no longer
contingent upon sex or race, but ability.
When that day arrives, however, it will
be interesting to see how long those
characteristics currently labeled as "male"
remain reserved solely for men.
After all, it is the competitive nature
of our capitalist system which has shaped
the working world, not male characteristics.
It is unlikely then that the influx of women
into the workplace will make the business
world less competitive or aggressive. But
at least it will likely lay to rest a good many
stereotypes about men and women.

Letters
WUNH
To the Editor:
In response to the article,
WUNH 10/25/85, written by Debbie St. Louis, I have a few words
to say.
WUNH plays music that is far
from "noise." Radio stations like
WERZ and WHTT are popular
music stations; in fact most songs ,
they play are pretty good. U nfortunately, they play the same "great"
songs every hour, if they are lucky
to squeeze them in between commercials, which are probabley the
most entertaining part of the
program.
Now, the music of Hall and
Oates, Cyndi Lauper (my favorite)
and Madonna is pretty good. Too
bad they are so good-they are
forever present on the same radio
station.
WUNH serves its public (students and all) with a much faster
request" line than either WERZ or
WHTT ever have, or ever will, and
it gives people important information, i.e. Extended Thumb, lost and
found, that you could never find
on other stations.
Also, if she likes that "Old Time
Rock & Roll" (like almost every
does), why, does she listen to some
pervert who does parodies of such
· good ole songs as California Girls?
Furthermore, instead of playing
Format rock, WUNH has a wide
range of music for its listeners,
including: Country, Classical, Psychedelic, Punk, Religious and don't
forget the cheese-flavored show
with sheep. Now, if I'm not mistaken, WHIT and WERZ listeners
have never enjoyed anything but
belly buttons and Coors commer-

cials.
In closing, I suggest that people
like Debbie St. Louis get a Madonna
cassette, pop it into their Walkmen,
blindfold themselves, punch a
button and try to decide whether
or not they are listening to a
"popular" radio station.
Zan Brink
Durham

STVN

concerns regarding STVN's "record
of putting themselves at the disposal of the students," I suggest
that she should take a better look
at exactly how much STVN'has
accomplished with the limited
resources they have.
Ed Martin
Business Mgr, STVN

Homecom ing

_
To the Editor:
To the Editor
This letter is written in appreI am w'r iting in regard to the
article about STVN in the 10/22 ciation for everyone's help during
issue of the New Hampshire. I Homecoming Weekend. Student
support was well noted t.hroughout
would like to clarify a few points.
First of all, Mr. Stevens never ' the successful weekend. I would like
to give special thanks to a number
mentioned the fact that STVN's
current broadcasting system, the of organizations who helped promote Homecoming Weekend, inmodulator, died about 2 weeks ago.
Withm1t a device such as this, STVN cluding The New Hampshire for
can not broadcast any program- their well placed ads and interesting
r.rticles as a tribute to Homecoming.
ming. This situation is arialagous
I would also like to give a special
to WUNH being without a transthanks to the UNH Dining Services
mitter.
Secondly, Ms. Ethier commented for the delicious theme dinner, table
tents, and scoop features. A special
that she had reservations about this
thanks also to the Greeks for their
acquisition because "they (STVN)
support at the Bonfire, especially
were supposed to go out and
Pike for building the fire, Theta
broadcast to the dorms two years
Chi for starting up the spirit and
ago." For STVN to be able ·to
Sigma Nu for the Wildcats!
"broadcast" their programming
There are also many individuals
would require an equipment expenwho deserve credit for a successful
diture of over $30,000 at a minHomecoming. To Barry Hennesy
imum: The only other alternative
for the use of the Library display
is for STVN to use a portable VCR
cases, Pauli Daniels and Rick Owens
and carry it between dorms. This
for alumni support and to MUSO
piece of equipment was not acquired
for the Decade Dance. There are
until this semester--not by STVN's
three groups, 'however; without
choice but because they could not
whom Homecoming would n2t be
put such an expenditure in their
able to claim success. The UNH
budget. This sounds like a <:atchBand for ·their great performance,
22--the senate wants them to show
the UNH Cheerleaders for their
programming in the dorms but will
pride, enthusiasm and school spirit,
not give them the funds necessary
and the UNH Football Team whose
to accomplish it.
Before Ms. Ethier voices her spirit and enthusiasm was s~~n. ~ot~ .

at the successful bonfire and game!
Karen Talbot
Major Events Intern
Room 126-MUB

Bike team ,
To the Editor:
I was thrilled to read about the
stellar performance put in by the
UNH bike team . It was a well
written article about an unimaginable victory becoming reality.

When a team is a national champion don'f they at least deserve
headlines in the sports section and
perhaps a photograph. This is the
second year in a row the team has .
amazed us. Start giving them the
credit they deserve and maybe get
a New Hampshire reporter to cover
some of the events rather than
always having them make their own
press.
Peter Anderson

The New Hampshire
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By Nicole Friedland
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I remember as a child, learning about the escapes
of runaway slaves along the Underground Railroad.
I imagined some hidden subway-like train carrying_
hunc; , ~--L , if slaves to a free and safe life in the North,
and later, of course I learned it was a network of
people helping the blacks along their whole journey.
I wished I could've been a part o( this heroic
movement.
Today a movement similar to that one is
happening. It is called Sanctuary.
Sanctuary: n., historically a place of refuge or
protection; in Roman and English law, fugitives
from justice were immune from arrest in churches
and other sacred places.
The Sanctuary mov~ment was started in 1982
by the Southside Presbyterian Church in Tuscon,
Arizona. It is a movement that provides refuge
to Guatemalan and Salvadorean refugees. Sanctuary
workers are primarily women volunteers and clergy.
The scope of the movement runs from bringing
refugees from Mexico to the United States, housing
and supporting them and helping the. refugees

become self-sufficient in the U.S. until they can
return to their countries safely.
t< , · :.'.:,_· is sought because of the conditions of
war in Guatemah and El Salvador. Some of the
people have been involved with unions or have
witnessed massacres. Their names have appeared
on the armies' death list. They leave their country
_
in fear for their life and their families'.
The Chicago Task Force on Central America
reported that "the United States is required by law
to grant all refugees the right to apply for asylum
and protection .against de.portion to a place of
persecution. However, the U.S. is the only country
who signed the UN Protocol on Refugees that
deports Salvadorean and Guatemalan refugees. In
1981and1982, 67 Salvadoreans were granted asylum
while 1,132 were denied. During that same period
11,635 were deported or accepted 'voluntary
departure'."
The Reagan Administration rejects the Salvadorean and Guatemalan refugees as political
refugees. They, instead, catagorize them as economic

Get a real educatio n
By Jeffrey Miller
The act itself will be a simple one. benefit greatly that,I have not yet taken:
With my trust~ No. 2 pencil in hand, So instead of studying "Democracy and
I will grace with graphite a few select Mass Society" or "The Supreme Court
bubbles from among the hundreds on and Contemporary Issues," I am learnthe scan-tron form. I will enclose a ing how to find the gonads on a crayfish
check or money order for a nominal - and how to conjugate the verb f alloir
sum (well, not all that ·nominal) and in the subjunctive tense.
deposit the parcel in the nearest postal
Frankly, I have no desire to have sex
recepticle.
with a crayfish and I'm sure my college
Then I will thrust my fist trium- French could hardly get me a milkshake
phantly into the air. I will have in Montreal. Nonetheless, this is the
registered for my final semester of knowledge of which I must have
college.
command before my society will conThe road to this milestone has been sider me truly educated.
lengthy and convoluted, traversing a
No. 2: Choose your professors
continent and winding through the carefully.
halls of three major universities.
Beware of profs who write "attendIn May, this six-year quest wiU end. ance mandatory" on their syllabi.
Dressed in a gaudy polyester gown, Teachers who must ,use threats or
I will be presented with a smart-looking compulsion to get students to attend
leatherette case ... containing absolutely their lectures are admitting their own ·
nothing.
incompetence. One of the best profesThe "real" degree will be sent to me sors I've ever had, began his introduca few weeks later and I'll duly file it tory philosophy course by telling his
in a place of importance, right next students: "I really don't care whether
to the ribbon I won in the sixth grade you come to class or not. It's your life,
spelling bee. But I'll hang on to the your choice, your grade." His lectures
empty diploma case. Nothing could were inferesting and always wellbetter symbolize the fruits of my college attended.
education.
No. 3: Do not sacrifice educationIt's not that I haven't gained any for grades.
knowledge in my years at UC Berkely
The corollary to this principle is that
and San Diego State (not to mention the best education is recieved out of
my semester at UNH). Indeed I'm the classroom. When a conflict arises
considerably wiser than the wide-eyed between academic responsibility and
freshman that wandered through a personally enriching experience (a
Sather Gate five years ago. In fact, I road trip, a U2 concert, a day alone with
feel obliged to impart some of my hard- someone close to you), blow off the
earned sagacity on my successors.
class.
And so, here they are: The Three
Obviously, this rule does not apply
Eternal Verities of College Life (as if you are risking academic probation
.
devined by yours truly).
and it is best suspended during finals.
No. 1: College is the single greatest But otherwise, adhere to it stringently.
obstacle to receiving an education.
After all, six months from now you
This does not mean that there aren't probably won't even remember whethhundreds of fascinating, illuminating er you got a "B'' or a "B-" in that psych
courses offered at every campus. There class. Yo~ will remember that special
are. You simply will not be able to take event or person for the rest of your
most of them.
life.
You see, most colleges have what
Well, those are my aphorisms for
are called "breadth requirements." The a successful college career. I know a
idea is that you should have to take few narrow-minded academicians will
courses from many different f ieids so cluck their tongues in dismay and some
that you will come out of college a well- psychotic engineering students will
rounded Renaissance Man (or Wom- throw up their hands in disgust. Screw
an), the kind of person who can spend 'em. My advice may not work for
the morning peering into a microscope everyone, but it did work for me and
in search of a cure for AIDS, design could probably work for you too.
a themo-nuclear reactor in the afterIn seven months, I'll leave college
noon, discuss Proust and Kant over with a B.A., a 3.0 average and all the
. dinner and translate a couple obscure other crap prospective employers love
Greek tragedies before hitting the sack. to see. But I'll also carry with me
What college administrators fail to something a lot more important: a real
realize, though, is that to achieve this education.
breadth, you have to sacrifice a great
Now, where did I put that No. 2
deal of depth.
pencil?
For instance, I have already used up
my alotted credits in my field of interest
(political science) even though there Jeffrey Miller is a column writer for The
are several courses from which I could New Hampshire.

Voice
your
. .
op1n1on
in /the
forum

refugees·, thereby dismissing their social realities
of human rights abuses. These people flee a military
that kills without trials, without distinction. The
armies' brutality has been documented and is
·evidenced in their bloody massacres. For example
in the 1980's the massacre of Mozotc, a mountain
town in which .the army killed 482 peasants, 280
of which were children under 14-years-old.
A New York Times reporter wrote on March
13, 1984 that "We were told again of government
soldiers in uniform arriving at a village, rounding
up men and women and shooting them. But
arr··:: - : :t j ~ - they don't waste their bullets on children.
They pick them up by the feet and smash their heads
against a wall. Or they tie ropes around their necks
and pull until they are strangled. We heard of
children being thrown up in the air and bayonetted."
If these refugees are deported they face the
immediate possibility of execution on their return.
Ninety-seven and a half percent of the cases of
Salvadore.ans who request asylum and 99 percent
of the Guatemalans requesting asylum are deported.
Therefore it is unsafe for them to apply for asylum
· if they have reached the States.
The Sanctuary movement includes over 100
churches and synagogues. It is a movement that
can be compared to the Underground Railroad that
helped runaway slaves escape to the North. Sanctuary
wu:-kvrs .ire in danger of being arrested. Sixteen
people face indictments in Phoenix, Arizona on
71 separate charges of smuggling and harboring
rcfugt ·(_ ,, mJ conspiracy. A $2000 fine and five years
in prison can be charged for each refugee aided.
If you wish to find out more information on the
Sanctuary movement please contact the Sanctuary
Core Committee, Christ· Church, Presbyterian,
Redstone Campus, Burlington, Vermont, 05401.
Or you can contact the Committee on Central
America located in the MUB.
The Christ Church is presently harboring a
Guatemalan Family and is seeking support in all
manners.
Nicole Friedland is a community studies major and an
exchange student from UCSC (Santa Cruz).

A ghost of ·Hallow een past
By.Franco ise von TraP,
During this traditional season when
witches, goblins and other spooks haunt
Durham dn their way to various social
gatherings, I invite everyone to take
a moment and remember the true
meaning of Halloween.
Try and recall the very first time you
were allowed to go out trick or treating.
I think I went as Little Red Riding
Hood. My biggest recollection is
walking around town with my big sister.
Those we.re the days when people
weren't nervous about sending their
children out in the neighborhood at
·
night.
However, parents were already
paranoid about poisoned candy. We
were strictly instructed not to eat
anything until we got home and they
went through the loot, discarding
anything unwrapped. They usually
threw away the best stuff. For some
reason, they never tossed the apples.
"Good stuff" -my friends and I had
everything categorized. The topnotch
treats were the bite-size candy bars;
Snickers, Three Musketeers, and Milky
Ways. Life Savers, M&Ms, Reeses, and
Good 'n' Plenties rated pretty· high.
Necco Wafers were always last on my
list, except for apples. After a few years
of a regular route, we all knew what
houses were the best and made sure
we stopped there first! The "Good
Stuff" was easily distinguished from
the junk by what was still in the cookie jar by Christmas.
We were always instructed to be polite
and say the magic words "trick or treat."
My brother used to be annoyed with
'kids who pounded on the door, and then
held open their bags with a demanding
look on their faces. He remedied the

situation one year by greeting them
at the door with a bag of his own thrust
in their direction. "Trick or treat!" he
would say. Their demanding glares
turned to puzzlement as they pro~ected
their bags of goodies.
Sometime around freshman year in
high school kids go through a crisis
where they think they may be too old
to trick or treat. My sister got around
that problem nicely. She chaperoned
my friends and me, and then forced
me to tell the neighbors she was sick
and could I please have a treat for her
too while she waited on the sidewalk.
I didn't have it that easy. Fortunately,
my friends and I collectively decided
. we would go out one more year, just
as a joke. I think we were all a little
nervous about breaking those final
childhood ties. ·
Halloween is the one night of the
year when otherwise forbidden acts
are not so fobidden.Juvenile delinquency is redefined as mischief. I remember
gift wrapping the neighbor's house
in toilet paper and having a friendly
conversation with a police officer while
my pockets were well stocked with raw
eggs. That was the year I deCided I had
outgrown trick or treating.
Now, we're all grown up and in
college, and we still dress up in
masquerade and celebrate Halloween .
Only now trick-or-treating has been
replaced by "trick or drtnking," and
the apples we bob for have been spiked
with vodka.

Francoise von Trapp is a news editor for
The New Hampshire.
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Tweeter Has Top-Name Video
At _Guaranteed Lowest Prices!
At Great Northern Sound, we think
we have the best selection of topquality, top-name video components in all of New England. And
right now we're featuring a number of them at guaranteed lowest pric~s.t

Large-Screen TVs Kloss NOVABEAM Model 2 5-foot color monitor TV. Proiector rol ls a'way fpr storage when not in
use. Requires optional tuner or can connect to your
YCR's tuner. Price includes delivery & 1nstallat1on.

$2, 795 $95 Month*

NEC 2510 high-resolution 25-inch color monitor
TY with built-in MTS stereo decoder, stereo amp &
speakers, cable-ready tuner, multiple inputs & outputs both front and back, wireless remote control.

$749 $40 Month*
NEC 2610 high-resolution 26-inch color monitor
TY with built-in MTS stereo decoder, stereo amp &
speakers, cable-ready tuner, multiple inputs & outputs both front and back, wireless remote control.

$849 $40 Month*

Video Recorders

Miscellaneous
Maxell T-120 (VHS) or L750 (Beta) videocassettes

$4.99

$369 $25 Month*

NEC 1305 high-resolution 13-inch color TY

Fisher 815 VHS video recorder with Dolby stereo
sound system, 7-day 5-event programmability, three
special effects, wireless remote control.

$17.99

CWD TY monitor cart with video drawer and glass

$399

doors. Light oak, dark oak or walnut.

·If you buy any of these featured video components
at Tweeter, and fmd the same product cheaper at
a local, authonzecf dealer w1thm 30 days of purchase-prove 1t and we 'll refund the difference
•Approximate monthly payment for qual1f1ed customers usmg the Tweeter Charge Card revolvmg
credit plan, no money down, 18 "O annual percentage rate on remammg balance

unit for use with YR-30A or YR-40A

$2,995

Color Monitor TVs
$399 $25 Month*

or Beta.

video recorder
$699
Canon VT-40 programmable tuner-timl!r

monitor with "RGB" input for use as computer
monitor or for TY viewing Wireless remote control.

$399 $25 Month*
NEC 1420 h1gh-resolut1on 14-inch color TY
monitor with square tube for larger viewing area
and increased picture linearity, 142-channel tuner,
wireless remote.
$25 Month*

$399

$449 $25 Month*

unit for use with YR-30A or YR-40A
$399
$99 All Canon Video
Accessories20% off
$299 NEC 2501 25-inch monitor-receiver $599
$299 NEC VCN-738 Beta-style video
recorder
·
$169
$319
NEC VCN-20 Beta-style video
$199
$549 recorder

Denon AVC-500 surround-sound
ampl1f1er/ synthes1zer

Fisher 715 VHS video recorder
Fisher 810 VHS video recorder
Fisher PC-205 20-inch monitorrece1ver

Fisher PC-320 25-inch monitorrece1ver

Proton 619

19~ 1 nrh mnnitnr-rece1ver

Proton 600M/600T/302

monitor /tuner I speakers

$749
$599

19-1nch

$799 .

Proton 602M/600T/303 25-inch
NEC VCN-40 Beta-style video
$999 recorder
monitor /tuner I speakers

Fisher 820 VHS video recorder with MTS stereo

Canon VC"200 color video camera

sound system with Dolby noise reduction, mult1event programmability, wireless remote control.

with auto-focus

'

Canon VR-30A VHS portable video

$499 $30 Month*

~399

Canon VT-50 "docking" tuner-timer

enhancer 'synthesizer

control.

Allsop video recorder cleaning system, VHS

Canon VR-40A "VHS H1 Fi" portab 1e

Kloss NOVABEAM Model One 6'k foot
color monitor TV. Requires optional tuner or can
connect to your YCR's tuner. Pnce includes delivery
& installation .
$100 Month*
Audio Control aud10-v1deo

NEC VCN~911 3-head VHS video recorder with
cable-ready tuner, multi-event recording programmability, still-frame, speed-search, wireless remote

$7. 99

(VHS) or L750 (Beta) videocassettes.

Some New • Some Demos • Some Discontinued

20

NEC VCN-901 VHS video recorder with twoevent 14-day programmability, stop-action, fast
picture search, wireless remote control.

$5. 99

(Beta) videocassettes

Maxell HGX "Gold" super-high-grade T-120

Close-Out Super-Specials

Fisher 805 VHS video recorder with 14-day 3event programmability, quick-timer recording, cue,
review, still-frame, 105-channel cable ready tuner, ·
wireless remote control.
$ Month*

$349

Maxell HGX high grade T-120 (VHS) or L750

recorder with Dolby stereo

$599
$599

NEC VCN-739 "Beta H1 F1" v1deu
recorder

NEC 2505 25-inch monitor-receiver

$299
$399
$699

NEC VCN-912 three-head VHS video recorder
with Dolby stereo sound system, MTS stereo decoder, 4-event programmability, slo-mo, wireless
remote control
$

$499

30Month*

Fisher 830 VHS video recorder. All the features of
Fisher 820 plus 4-head recording system for superb _
special-effects like freeze-frame, slow-motion and
high-speed picture search.
$

$5 4 9

35 Month*

NEC VCN-70 Beta-style video recbrder with "Beta
H1 Fi" super-fidelity stereo sound system, 3-week/
8-event programmab1l1ty, good special effects, wire less remote .
$

$599

35Month *

Fisher 840 6-head VHS video recorder w ith
"VH S Hi Fi" super-fi de lity stereo sound system, MTS
stereo decoder, six special- effect p laybac k mo d es,
15-function wireless remo te control

$799 $40 Month*
NEC VCN-961 VH S vide o re corder w ith "VHS H1
· Fi" .sound system, MTS stereo d ecoder, Do lby NR, 3week/8 -event p rog rammab 1l1 ty1 great spec ial effects,
$
w ire less remote.

$S99

40Month*

NEC 1901 h1gh-resolut1on 19-inch co lor monitor
TY with bu1lt-1n st ereo so und system, cable-ready
tuner, multiple inputs & outputs both front and bac k
pan~ ls, w ireless remote control

$499 $30 Month*
NEC 2020 h1gh-reso lut1on 20-inc h co lor mo nitor
TY w ith b u1lt-1n MTS stereo decoder, stereo amp &
tw o -way speake rs, cable-ready tuner, mu ltip le
inputs & outputs, w ireless remote con t rnl

$599 $40 Month*

520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700
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Arts & Features
Uplifti ng entert ainme nt comin g to UNH area
By Jim Sullivan
gan in 1967 with the intent to
If you find yourself at Some- "get kids involved in a positive
rsworth High School on No- sense and show that students
vember 5th or 6th, you may be care about what h!lppens in the
singing with a computer, danc- . world," has grown from a tiny,
· ing with a Japanese lion or original cast to a present enrollment of 550 students who
participating in a hoedown.
These slightly unusual activ- comprise five touring groups.
Students join for one year
ities are all part of "Beat of the
Future," to be performed by the stints with the organization.
international theatrical group, .Four of the groups take on a
completely new cast in July and
Up With People.
The show's theme of life in the fin al group does so in
the 2 lst century is presented January.
Up With People, a nonprofit
through music, dance, and skits
including much audience par- organization that counts among
its brushes with fame three
ticipation.
The self-proclaimed Inter- Super Bowl halftime shows, is
national Educational/Cultura l being sponsored in SomeOrganization conveys its mes- rsworth by that town's Rotary
sage of "brotherhood and fun" Club as well as Foster's Daily
through a variety of song and Democrat. Sponsors donate
dance that spans the globe . $8500, all of which aids producRagtime, the Big Bands and rock tion, and any surplus is theirs
and roll flavoring a variety of to keep.
"Sponsors bring us to town
dance ranging from polkas to
·mainly because they want to do
the Chinese Ribbon Dance.
Up With People's Tucson, something for their communArizona management prides ity," ~_ays Leisz.
itself on maintaining the
Ottering opportunities to The student theatre group, Up With People will be bringing their internationally-accl aimed
group's "popular tradition of travel, perform,
and meet peo- performances to the UNH area. (UWP photo)
taking the audience on a musical ple, Up With
People is always .
tou.r around the world."
searching for new members .
"It's been the best decision College credits are available
of my life," says 18-year-old through the University
of ArizRobert Leisz of joining the ona and many students
have
group. Leisz, fresh out of high arranged independent
studies
school in Houston, Texas, and through their own.Universities. By Ami Walsh
lease; and that is a personal a political writer. "I am only
currently in S'omersworth to
Poet Molly Peacock did not affair.".
interested in issues that happen
For
interested
students,
the
promote the show, explains,
simply read a collection of her
The most powerful and touch- to me," she said. "When the
"You're brought up in one way group will have representatives poems Wednesday night
in the ing poems Peacock read reflect- public world begins to say
of life, so you don't realize how in the MUB's Hillsborough- Forum Room of the Dimond
ed her personal affairs.
something to me privately, then
many different cultures there Sullivan room on November 5, Library, she performed them.
Peacock opened her lecture _ I am able to write about it."
the
day
of
the
first
show.
are in our country alone. It's just
Peacock read her poems with with a poem entitled The Lull.
The content of her reading
a great opportunity (to travel Tryouts are held following each dramatic emotional weight. She
The poem vividly describes the varied from expressions of love
show.
and perform)."
rarely looked down at her text, reaction of two young girls when to hate, terror to joy, life to
Publicizing "Beat of the Fu- ·
Tickets for the show that speaking and gesturing directly - they encounter a dead possum.
death.
.ture" and finding host families "leaves (its audience) with a real to her captivated audience.
The poet writes: "Dreams,
The Lull is one of 52 poems
for the performers has come optimism for years to come" are
"We all have to chose,'' T.S. brains, fur and guts/That's what · (a full deck of cards Peacock
easy for Leisz. "Everyone is so on sale for $6 at Somersworth Elliot said, "whatever subject
we are/Look hard/Life's pointed out) included in her
willing to help us," he say,s.
Bank, Shop and Save and Mar- matter allows us the most cache/is flesh, flesh; and
flesh."
The organization, which be.- tin's Food Center, Durham.
_pow<:rf_ul and most secret re-_
Peacock admitted ~he is not _. PEACOCK, page 18

Peaco ck's person al poetry

ider Woma n" excels while "Creep ers,, smells
Creepers
Directed by someone not
worth mentioning

excites them. There's even a
pool full of decaying body parts
and maggots in which all the
people who made this rancid
movie presumably float.
Luckily for you, though, we
spent hours figuring it out so
you'll have more of a clue when
it's your turn for punishment.
Simply put, the maniacal tot
. has been harpooning the girls
at the academy and, of course,
1 no one is able to solve these
murders. Along comes the bug
'flady who for some reason sleepwalks down long corridors in
her mind. Why, you ask? We
don't know. Basically put, the
movie is as full of holes as its
bug-eaten bodies.
Anyway, our heroine tracks
the killer by following flies that
eat dead flesh. In one scene, a
firefly leads her to the killer's
glove which, aptly enough, is
full of maggots. We know what
you' re asking, "How did the girl
find her amazing ability with
bugs?" Since you want to know,
it was the resident, world
famous, genius, wheelchairridden entomologist she just has
to stumble over as she is wandering through the woods.
The climactic final scene is

By Bob Arsenault and Dan
Bustard
Even though Creepers won't
be around in a while, we'd
thought we'd review it anyway
just to contribute a linge'r ing
bit of belated Halloween atmosphere. As it turns out, however,
Dan and I left the theater pretty
damn confused about the whole
purpose of this movie.
· Creepers is, more or less, the
story of a young girl who has
the power to talk to insects and
make them do her bidding; sort
of like a really perverted Doctor
Doolittle. All in all, this isn't
such a bad plot, except foc one
thing-she and her bugs are the
stars of this flick.
One of the villians she defeats
turns out to be a five-year-old
mutant kid with a face that look
like it has been through a meat
grinder. This happy-go-lucky
litle kid wanders around with
a harpoon killing all the girls
who attend the "academy."
This movie really has it all;
a genius monkey wielding a
razor blade, decapitations, lots
of ~ugs -~nd a _girl who sexually CREEPERS, page 18
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Faculty friends & fun: All This...And That Too!
1

By Gregg Goostray
This Saturday's performance
marks a decade since the first
UNH faculty show, "Ka beret,
Kapers & Kudos" and every
other year brings another musical review conceived by Dr.
Douglas Wheeler with parody
lyrics provided by his wife,
Katie.
The past faculty shows have
been highly acclaimed for both
their performance and wit, of
w'hich is usually aimed at a
specific campus issue.
Last year's faculty show,
"1984 And All That?" raised
several hundred dollars for the
Faculty Center.
This season brings "All This
And ... That Too" to the Granite
State Room of the MUB. The
show is a delightful blend of
familiar Broadway show tunes
with some satirical, yet nonetheless thought-provoking, lyrics,
and this years theme du jour,
_ , the_
new Space Science Center.
1

Concerning this new addition
to the UNH Skyline, there is
an underlying problem of contractual disagreement of which
Wheeler describes as ''a choice
between proposals for federal
funding or local funding" in
terms of "Star Wars research."
In the plot, the Pentagon and
the high tech corporation, Data
General, battle over the rights
in a humorous manner. Who
will grant us the grant?
"All This And ... That Too"
was written in August and
September of this year and
rehearsals began after its completion. The cast is made up of
one-third professors (some of
which you may recognize if
you're lucky enough), one-third
students, and one-third townspeople. All of the 35 characters
are affiliated with the U niversity in one way or another.
A fifteen member band, promoter, choreographer, host, usher,
and lighting force will assist in

the performance.
Along with the major plot of
"Star Wars Space Funding"
there are the issues of spies on
campus, foreign exchange, and
a steamy Spanish-American
love affair weaved into the story
and providng some interesting
sub plots.
According to Wheeler, the
show was "designed to talk
about the future in a humorous
way and make a few points." It
should be an interesting account
of our times at UNH and be a
relaxing and entertaining laugh
at ourselves. Definitely' worth
the $2 donation to benefit the
UNH Faculty Center and certainly well worth attention. It
will be _"A great d~a~ o!__fun.' ,.

"All Th1s. ,And That 'loo" w11!
be performed at 8:00 Saturday
night in the Granite State Room
of the MUB.

Diana Frost played- the part of robot in last year's faculty
performances. (file photo)
-.

I

---------------CREEPERS--------------(continued from page 17)
about as chaotic as a Hulk
Hogan/Nikolai Volkov wrestling match . In order, this is
what we saw, make of it what
you will.
There was an attempted poisoning of the heroine by· the
mutant's mother and the arrival
and subsequent torture of the
inspector. While attempting to
make a phone call, the heroine
is grabbed by the inspector (or
what's left of him) and thrown

just decapitated one of her
Thi~ is where the bugs finally
figure into the movie. Upon her friends. Out of nowhere, the
call, the swarm of bugs attacks genius monkey with the razor
and chews half of the mutant's "turns the evil progenitor of the
face off. He then falls into the mutant into hamburger and the
lake where the gas tank has been girl and the chimp live happily
leaking all this time-of course. ever after.
The boat catches fire and she
leaps into the water where the
The musical score to this
little bugger grabs her again. movie was truly appropriate.
Meanwhile, the whole surface What other flick this year can
of the lake is aflame from only boast of Iron Maiden, Motortwo gallons of gas. She pops her head, Andy Sex Gang and Simon
head into the only non-flaming Boswell singing his rendition
section and the mutant is en- of "Maggots." The soundtrack
gulfed-finally.
of this flick was as tacky, conBack on shore, she meets up fused and violent as the plot.
_ with the kid's mother who has __ ~e rather enjo~_d_it. _

----------------PEACOCK
(continued from page 17)
human truth.
"So much of art and so much
of the struggle of the artist is
the struggle to feel what you're
feeling. Then you are able to see
'clearly and write, or express
yourself through whatever medium you are using," said Peacock.
"The curious thing about
expression," said Peacock, "is
that the simple telling of something begins the motion of
fulfilling the need to say it."
Peacock said she reached a
point in her own writing when
she questioned the purpose of
her poetic technique.
"I was hungry for someone
to tell me why one broke a line
at a certain place and not at
another."

A poet is under tremendous
language restrictions. It was
through these limitations, Peacock told her audience, that she
realized the power of a word.
Peacock lives in Manhatten,
and is currently working on
poems for her third novel. She
also teaches seventh and eighth
grade English.
In addition to writing poetry,
Peacock won a National Endowment for the Arts award for a
short story she wrote entitled
A Happy Woman.
When asked whether sbe
plans to write a novel, Peacock
responded, "Poetry and short
stories are never a torture for
me. But a novel, now that's
torture."
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CAMPUS COUNCIL-Fall 1985

Next Campus Council meeting will he Wed. Nov. 6 7:.3 0
Hubbard Rec. Room.
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__ soc __..,

MICS

(continued from page 3)
favorite from student to student," said Jay Ablondi, chairman of the senate students for
the University Council. However, added Ablondi, "I would
support a bill that says one
member of the SOC has to be
a Greek."
Bischoff, however, said he
would not support a policy
change in the structur~ of SOC.
According to LaPierre, there
was a motion by LaChance to
postpone the decision of choosing the SOC members to give
people time to look at the bill.
"I was disapointed the recommendation was shot down so
resoundly," said LaPierre. "I
believe it was shot down because
Doug introduced it, and that is
a problem."

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIEL.D

.._TEACH-IN -

By GARY TRUDEAU
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(continued from page 1)
regarding men. Consequently,
they often mistakenly blame
themselves for fostering abuse
from males, instead of blaming
the offenders.
To help curb the sexual discrimination and abuse on campus, UNH has adopted several
guidelines. A Nonsexist Language Policy was incorporated
into all public UNH documents,
and a strict statement regarding
the intoleration of sexual harrassment is included in the
USNH Policy manual.
The lecturers do not entirely
blame men for violence against
women, although they said they
feel men should be more willing
to help themselves by becoming
aware of the problem and effectively reacting to it through
knowing their rights and reporting offenses. The Committee
on the Status of Women feels
that increased information and
education about the issue can
help to remedy the problem.

-EVOLUTION-

BLOOM COUNTY
{)fJ€ TO Nf/14€R.OfJS COMP?lllNTS
((€61/K/J!N& 7H€ /..I/CK Of.H€tff(JL 11€!<08/C /Nf0f(/Ylf1770N IN
Y€31fR/JAY1S tNSTllUM(NT,
W€ NOW OJNTTNf/€ WITH
FVK7HtfR VAU/118/..€ €XeRCtfJe'

By BERKE BREATHED
loN& !?€~-rs eerwceN €XeRCIS€6
A/?€ NOT CONP{J(;/V€ 70 H€fll1HY
Cf1Kfl/O-Vll~C(J8fltl/R

WlflfTff€f{.

17PS ,,.

/Ill Of fJ5 HER€ l?T 8/..()()M
OJfJNTY R€AUY CIJK€
fl!KJ(JT YO<lf< !30/JY. 7R()t.Y.
YOfJ HllV€ NO /()€/J.

l1311T~lilll
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SHOE

By JEFF Mac NELLY
E)(CEPT HE 'G NOT
''FL.UFF'<'' AN'(MOl<E.

(continued from page 9)
predominately Christian crowd
were expecting a more conclusive or anti-evolutionistic presentation.
Although admirable openminded and non-directive, the
lecture was sufficiently thought
provoking to change the view
point of several people in the
audience.
Jeff Schaffer, a volunteer staff
member of intervarsity Christian Fellowship, said "He came
from a different perspective
than what I had coming into it.
It made me want to look at my
views. I came in with a creationist view point-I thought you
had to be a creationist to be a
Christian. This broadened my
perspectives a little bit."

••••••Style Cuts•••••••
for
Reasonable Prices

• ••••••••••••••••••••

35 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-7051
HOURS
M-F 9-6
Sat. 9-4
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THE RED HOUSE: 3 spaces available, male
or female $200/mo includes all utilities
(heat & hw). HUGE: kitchen, living room ,
bedrooms. basement, yard, driveway, w/in
walking distance to campus. Call Elizabeth
MWF a.m. 868-5406 for more info.
WANTED: Roommate/Ports./walk to
town/K-Van/2 'bdrm/washe~
dryer I parking/deck overlooking harbor I must be non-smoker/ not allergice
to cats/available now/$210-$350 single
or double rm./Call 430-8595 or 926-5463.
Wanted: person to share huge apartment.
Heat and hot water is in eluded in rent $175
per month. Females only. Call Sarah 7424990

lffJJ

Help Wanted

Musicians: Musical Director. vocal Director,
Accompanist. guitarists, percussionists
for UNH Theatre Dept. Rock Musical,
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat." Credit, work study or small
stipend available. Contact Carol Lucha
Burns 862-2l50 orf 868-5669
Referees needed for Men's Basketball $12
a game. 3 games every Sunday night.
Please call 659-5563 to apply. In Newmarket
Sales Reps & Talent-Scouts Needed: By
the Only Modeling Agency in New Hampshire. Part time work includes selling our
services to Advertising Agencies within
the Portsmouth area. Send Resume to :
MG's Studio & Agency, 6A Kinsley Street,
Nashua. NH 03060
Bar Personnel and Banquet Personnel
wanted at Lake Shore Farm. Jenness Pond
Road, Northwood, NH 03261 Tel. 942-5521.
Contact Harry Ring
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr . round,
Europe, S. Amer .. Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free into. Write
IJC, PO Bx. 52-NH Corona Del Mar, Ca
92625
I

SKIERS - Be a ski instructor. If you are a
strong intermediate. or better, skier. GUNSTOCK has full and part-time positions
available - weekdays/weekends. Improve
, your ow~ ~kiing. Meet new friends_ Contact:
GUNSTOCK SKI SCHOOL, Sally Roberts,
Director, PO Box 336, Laconia, NH 03246
or call: 293-4341
Expert Typing with work processor and
letter quality printer. Also fluent in Germa·n .
Accurate, fast and confidential. Call after
5:30 pm. 664-2756
People needed for 4 hours work one
afternoon or morning approximately the
first week of November to help move Carpet
Store in Portsmouth. Pays $50.00 for 45 hours work. Heavy lifting involved.
Contact.Frank Hockaday: manager. REDlFIT CARPET 431-6355
Part-time childcare worker to work in staffcooperative setting with preschool children.
Background in Early Childhood Ed. preferred. Own car neccessary. Call Durham
Children's Ctr. at 659-2220
NORD.IC SKIERS - Gunstock is seeking
intermediate nordic skiers to instruct Xcountry and telemark skiing weekdays/weekends. C~ntact: NORDIC TOURING CENTER, Betsy Bretcschmer, Director,
PO Box 336, Laconia, NH 03246

,_:,. . ,.~ _•_t_...
_._..._..
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WIND SURFER - for sale Magnum 370 with
multi-colored sail, excellent condition almost new. Must sell, best offer. Call Mal
before 9 am or after 6 pm. (603) 659-2909
1977 Mercury Comet, green, automatic,
only 66,000 miles. Runs well, no rust. Needs
tires. Must sell. $750. Call 868-1927 eves.
or before 7:30 am.
Frats, Teams, Clubs!! We will knit CUSTOM
RUGBY JERSEYS for you inany color or
stripe pattern. $32 each. Stevenson USA,
82 Broad St .. Flemington, NJ 08822 (215)
386-6047
1983 Camara Berlinetta loaded, excellent
condition, 50 ,000 highway miles, $7900 .
7 42- 7907 evenings, keep trying if no
answer.

CLASSIFIED

Peavy Patriot Black Elec. Guitar w/
hardshell case, Peavy Decade Amp, Nady
Wireless Set Stereo Chorus Effect, Electric
Tuner : Guitar Stand and Patch cords .
Package deal $650/b.o. 868-7448
1971 Chevelle SS, 4 Speed, 454 cid, tinted
glass. bucket seats,_cowl induction, many
extras $2500 or best reasonable offer. Call
evenings 749-2515, days 862-3003
1975 VOLVO 244DL Great Running condition. Must be seen $1800 CAii 742-4078
after 5 p.m.
Rickenbacker 360 6-string guitar, Rickenbacker 360 12-string guitar $350 each
Sunburst with Cases Call mornings 3353256
STEREO SYSTEM COMPONENTS for sale.
Excellent condition in original boxes.
Turntable with dustcover, amp/receiver,
cables. $150/pr. or B.O. 664-9981. evenings
MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING for sale.
Fii Size. sealy brank. $175 664-9981,
evenings
1981 Datsun B21 O Hatchback, 5-speed,
new exhaust, rear defogger, reliable
transportation, $2100 or best offer Call

J.M~s~b~~~hRf §rtl~ls~PQ~ Time
nautilus and free weight instructors and
aerobic teachers needed. The Works
Athletic Club. Weekend and eve. hours
available contact Matt Hussey 742-2163
Brand new screen for 6' Andersen glass
sliding door $40.00. 749-2366 after 5 p.m.
or weekend.
Must Sell Need Money Badly!!! 1977 Toyota
Corolla Station Wagon . Good tires plus
2 snows. Runs well. New exhaust. Just
inspectd. Dependable. First $350.00 takes
it! 749-5752
Ucky Ducky Smucky
1976 CIJevy Impala, 4 dgor, AC, Cruise,
AM/FM, like new interior, good body. Good
running car. $800.00 742-7907. Evenings.
Please keep trying if no answer.
1977 Subaru, 2 dr. 4 speed , good body,
runs great. Good winter ca~Call Andy at
436-0045 eves.
·
1979 Toyota Corolla, silver, 5 speed, runs
great, good transportation. 35 mpg. Must
sell $1500 or best offer. Call Mike at 6642216
For Sale: 1981 Renault Le Car: 4 door
deluxe with sunroof & AM I FM stereo
cassette, engine interior and exterior in
excellent condition; should be seen and
driven. Best offer over $1000. 868-5862
SAVE MONEY. You can quickly and easily
write your won resume with my line-byline instruction form. To receive by return
mail send $5 to: SECRET ARY, 13 Old
Landing Road, Durham. NH 03824
1979 AMC Concord Sedan (90,000 miles)
steering, power brakes. A/C, 4 new tires,
excellent condition. $4800 or best offer.
Call Olivier 868-9645 (office hours) or 8685450 anytime.
LOST AND FOUND
Found-S. Luft. I found your calculator. Call
868-5350 after 5 pm. Ask for Suzy.
Lost: One black dress shoe between A Lot
and New Apartments since Homecoming
Day (of eourse). Any clues? Please call
868-3351.
FOUND: Women's Watch near Hitchcock
on 10/25. Call Faith at 862-4290

BARTENDING -Prepare for a good paying
part-tim~ or vacation job. Get hands-on

professional training behind an actual bar,
with lots of practice time. Easy and fun our
way . Certificate awarded. School is licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route .
Visitors welcome. Evening classes . Call
or write for Free Brochure. MASTER
BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main St., Newmarket. Tel. 659-3718.

CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE PRESENTS
SPRING BREAK 1986!!!!!!!! Look for the
yellow flyers. For more info. and any
questions call Gorden. 749-0830.

SEWING ALTERATIONS for men & women
by pros. We do it all from jeans to wedding
gowns. Conveniently located off route 108call WESEW STUDIO 749-6829.
Dover House of ~izza Welcomes UNH
Students! We invite you to join us for
SPECIAL UNH STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
Watch Crystal and Alexis battle it out on
a 25 inch color screen in the Pub during
DYNASTY NIGHT every Wednesday. Present your UNH ID for these unbelievable
specials: free delivery in the Dover Area,
free pizza drawings, 10% of all food at all
times. Also fantasticc prices for UNH party
orers (10 pizzas or more) delivered free
to UNH dorms. On the Kari-Van route at
the ~anetos sto.p . DOVER HOUSE OF
PIZZA WELCOMES UNH STUDENTS! 7422595
REDIRECTION-A Gay organization seeking to help those in Christian bondage to
freedom through h9mosexuality. Come
to one of our weekly closed meetings.
Please write to Self-Righteous Redirection,
P.O. Box 04731 Manchester, NH 50130
All Welcome to Helping Hands Student
Organization Meeting. Come on 'Thursday
November 7th, 7:00 at the Belknap Room
atthe MUB.
.

P_ersonals_I~

To Doug, Kevin, Heather, Heidi, Ed, Kevin
and all the rest of HH's class of '89 I've
come to know and love. I don't know who
I met first or who I loved first. I don't even
know how much longer I'll be around - but
you guys are great!! Hold onto that spirit.
Everything crazy is really all right in the
end. Here's to the future, but not the end.
With all theJ riendship and love I have left
to give. Lyena

Noreen - Reach for your dreams. Remember... the giving hand receives. J love
you. we should never lose touch with each
other. "What's wrong?" "Nothing." Smile,
it makes almost everything all right. LHH ·
To women of Alpha Phi: You were great
this Homecoming. Thanks for the awesome
time. We had so much fun!! Sig Ep
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN??? If
you need a date to anything, whether you're
male or female, we can help. Leave the
day, time, and type of function you're
attending in Box 75. Kingsbury 3rd floor
a week prior. We'll fix you up!
My Dearest Gretel, We love you. But... you
biff too much! Love, Hansel and Inga from
Sveden
Jon K.-do you always look hung over? Or
was it an all-nighter gone nuts? A fellow
editor.
NGA-Looks like the semester is getting
better tor us. Let's keep working-it's worth
it!MSS
RISKY BUSINESS TREATMENT: "So you
took Shonna out...What dinner, movie?"
"Yeah" "How much you spend .. 60-70
bucks" "80" "So what happened?" "She
slept with Keith"

I . ·. . . . . _ _ . . . , _ _

VERY IMPORTANT!!!!! THE SECOND KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTER RUSH ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED FOR SUNDAY, HAS
BEEN CHANGED TO TUESDAY NOV. 5
FROM 8-10. IT IS A THEME RUSH-COME
AS YOUR FAVORITE CARTOON CHARACTER! SORRY ABOUT THE MIX UP. WE
HOPE TO SEE YOU TUESDAY.
Hey Meeeeehelle B.: Where have you
been? I miss my buddy! Stop by and say
Hi, maybe I'll see you in at The New
Hampshire. Your buddy, Lisa or Leeeeesa.
Hey Theta Beta Pledges!! Get psyched for
Hell week. You're all gonna die!! "Drink
'til you puke night" is next Tuesday.
Remember, next Friday is trunk night. All
pledges must bring a bottle of vodke and
a six-pack. Hope you're not claustrophobic!
The bros. of Theta Beta
S.H.S-C.P .K . and M: Fellow Bettys, is it
Christmas again this weekend? Look out
Dartmouth ...Love S.H.A (A-Betty)
CSC. Let's go the other way and let's go
·soon! I've perfected my ability to walk the
rail. Instant coffee still rieeds work. One
heaping spoonful or two? WAAAHHOOO!!!
XOALG
EGG and HOL. Thanks for all the awesome
times we've had these past few weekends!!
I will never forget Hartwick. Just remember
...she's a very kinky girl. Love SUEBA
HEYA BUZZV! Last weekend at the launch
pad was fantastic! That rocket sure is shiny!
Psyched for Halloween festivities and
revealing costumes ..Why done't you go
as Greggie Gregarious? A few wine coolers
should do it. Love, Joy Saks. p.s. Can't wait
to get those pies developed ...
Proud Mary, "Armarcord" High Times of
Mt. Agamenticus. Thanks for Peter, Christian Chicken, Braving the Chain-saw on
Nheels. and Bear Hugs. Farm Boy
Yo the brothers of Theta Beta: Great train
last Saturday night! All the sisters loved
it!! Who gets to be caboose next time?
CHOO!CHOO! the sisters of Chi Zeta (CHI
ZEE)

SAH, Hope you enjoyed yourself Sat nite.
I know I did. Take care and I'll see yoy soon
I hope! RBW
.
"KEEP IN TOUCH" What a Hollywoodish
insincere way to say goodbye fro a guy.
Well th~n. see you around someday... maybe (and then again, maybe not)
To the lwo Guys in the Wildcat costumes:
you were the bst part of the game Saturday,
what a riot. Too bad you didn't de-costume
so I could find out who you are. you must
be great fun as humans too!
MIKE. (Michael, O'Mals) Have a happy 19th
Birthday! Keep smiling and keep being the
loudest and the best! HA HA Get psyched
to celebrate tonight! Love, Lorre
Hoskin - you're the best!
Heather --Thank you for being there for
me last week. I hope you can accept me
the way I am. I certainly love you no matter
how much you may hurt me. Don't you
understand? You are half as good. Accept
me and accept yourself. Heattier2
SCOPERS: All students interested in
volunteering for production ·and security
for the SQUEEZE concert must attend a
mandatory meeting Tues. Nov. 5 at 7:00
p.m. in the Merrimac Rm. of the MUB.
Sheils-Thanks for the dinner. It made my
week. Tell Edna thanks. Say hi to cindy.
You've got to get use to my driving, I only
enjoy one thing better, being with you. Take
care. Love Rich .
ATTENTION ALL YOU HEAVY METAL
MANIACS-SCOPE AND WUNH INVITE
YOU TO SPEND AN INTENSE EVENING
OF HEAVY METAL WITH FATES WARNING AND ATTACKER FRIDAY NOV. 8 IN
THE GRANITE STATE ROOM- OF THE
MUB. TICKETS GO ON SALE TODAY, 10
a.m . $3.00 FOR UNH UNDERGRAD WI
VALID ID $5.00 GENERAL PUBLIC AND
ATTHE DOOR.

I
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Tish -- this week-end should be a great
time to party, especially Friday night. I would
love to see you in the same state that you
were last Saturday night, you were fun to
talk to! Next time we go to the beach I think
I will bring a gallon instead of a half, and
then we will see who can deal with the cop.
Happy Halloween. --- Daniel
All Beta men: Draw women like flies, treat
women like flies, and their brains are in
their flies.
To the sisters and pledges of AZ DeltaThanks for a great midnight raid last
Thursday. We had a great time and are
looking forward to seeing you again soon!
Theta Chi Fraternity
To all Theta Beta pledges! Only one month
to go! Keep ice on the bruises and ointment
on the burns! Hope our lives hold out! Just
ignore the symptoms. the brothers say
they'll go away
Alison Ann and Tina-Get psyched f.o r an
· awesome roadtrip! Maybe we can party
in the parking lot! Love, Dominique
Wonder Woman-Hope you did well yes_terday. You have a way with balls! (volley
balls). See you later - Superman
Miriam, Did he enjoy my date set up? I still
think you should have gotten some Pac
Man cereal
Bill (the master firebuilder). Friday night
was so cozy and so much fun. Let's do it
again real soon, OKJ.HUG! Pam (Hi Pam)
To the Alpha Phi that works at the MAC
Center, you have a secret admirer
Michele and Andrea, Fun meeting you last
weekend. How bout a hot air balloon ride
to Saudi Arabia to sleep in a Saudi desert
tent wI incense. Next weekend OK? I'll set
it up
PLACE YOUR BETS: Will Handsome
Hanley ever blow you-know-who a kiss
even if what's-his-name is watching? (What
the heck?) Will Leachy Ever come home?
Will anyone ever ask Chris And Amy for
the their autographs on sweatshirts? How
about dinner? Did we tell you yet that the
gu~s played great on Friday? (The 1st half)
And today's big question: Will Bricker's
request for wall to wall mirrors in the locker
room be granted?
Lukas K. Comrade Shaun, and John P.
Sorry I missed you last weekend. I'll try
again next time I'm up. The N.J. Pharmacist
Do November 9, 10, 11 stick out iii your
mind? For all those Sugarloaf bound , it
means food, beer, hottubs, hikes at Sunrise,
movies, fireside talks, S'mores, all-nighters.
It's Coors and frosted Flakes relived!! Get
psyched for yet another Big Chill weekend.
Love you all, Cake
Dave T .. you're going down. When you least
expect it, expect it.
Mike, Bruce, And Russ, our knights in
shining armor. Thank you for coming to
our rescue at NH Hall. Hope to see you
Monday! Love Katina, Lisa, Donna and
Janice. p.s. Call us, Kats
Help me Brain! Help JAY! I miss my place
in the corner of your room, flaunting my
scantily clad plastic body to all of your
friends and relations. They said they'll be
in touch soon. Love Dolly
DOWN AVENUE, Winner of WBCN's Rock
and Roll Rumble is coming to UNH's own
Mub Pub November 16. Good Music at
affordable prices! More information coming
soon Yippee!!

To all COOL AID members. Congrats on
finishing training! Remember business
meetings will be held in McConnell 216
for the rest of the semester every Sunday
at7pm

SAH-Have to say " hi" to you once again.
Has been a long day. Thanks for being
around at 12:30 a.m. Thanx to Lisa too for
her effort. Sorry about the late hour. Take
care Rich.

Little Sisters. Do you remember your initiate
number?

Hey Fox! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! Don't
panic-you know it was the best year of your
life! (It was mine) Love ya, MAR

Mauy: Well, I did forget our anniversary
this year but I'll never forget all the fun times
we shared in England. I'm glad our friendship is finally back on the. right track, let's
keep it there. Love, Kim

Diane -- Another year of working together
could be lots of fun, however I know some
more partying could be in order. Especially
some after-hours! Have some class to
come visit sometime soon . Take care - Daniel

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN??? If
you need a date to anything, whether you're
male or female, we can help. Leave the
day, time and what type of function you're
attending in Box 75, Kingsbury 3rd floor
a week prior. We'll fix you up!
·

PKT: You guys are sensational! We- had
a fantastic homecoming weekend! Let's
do it again next year and make it a third
year of winning. Love, Scott Hall

Pam, bun way to meet someone, Can I
sleep w/you again soon? Let's see if we
can get the two party poopers to join us
next time. No I take that back. It was more
fun without them . Bill

Gina: Hi! Here's your personal. Stop by
and see me sometime at Lambda . Your
buddy, Rich

Karen L. when are we going to have another
drink? Memory Lane is waiting

Musical Theater for Adults. Monday nights
from November 18 to December 9 from
7 -9:30 . $58.00 for non Garrison players '
members. Call 868-5669 for registration.

Lisa: Did you enjoy yourself l_ast nite? If
I know you, I'm sure you did have a fun
weekend. Come by and see all your friends
at Lambda . Take care, Rich and Tim. P.S.
Want a cookieeeee?

Want to be a FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELOR? Well , applications are available
now on the office door-rm . 135 MUB.
Interviews are alos required, so sign up
on the window right across from our door.
Interviews will be held until Dec. Have a
blast!
Don Ho, you Hawiian stud!! You look like
a New England ski bum. Say hi to Vince.
A nieghbor.

Stephanie, a 13 average in calculus? I
_. thought I was doing bad!

KS - Thank9'for a super time Tuesday! We'll
have to make that a weekly event. So sorry
about "the creature" remark-it's not typical,
really. Get psyched for Cape Cod!! SS

MB, Don't forget to save me a night. This
weekend. If you do I'll ev.en pay. Bring
money just in case

Sa-rah, Tracy, Lisa, Laurie, CJ - Thought
I'd say his to you all. You are great. Your
friend from Lambda.

l'
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Amy (Frog) We all love you and hope your
20th is awesome. (Even though it's no use
turning 20.) Love from C, K, J, B and C.
JPM - Thanx for being so supportive this
semester. I promise you a fun-filled
Christmas break which isn't far off. I love
you and "you are my only one." CLB
Julie B. - Please cheer upl We feel so sad
when you get depressed. Everything will
work out-th ink positive. Love your roomies.

1~-b

CLASSIFIED

QUEST ION : Why do many university
students and/or faculty believe that God
is only discovered and related to the
confines of a building?
ANSWER: Jesus is the only way to God!
A religion, building or a rabbit's foot won't
get you to God , only JESUS. Ask Him -for
yourself, He'll tell you .
Yeah Betamega! You guys were awesome
football players and great homecoming
partiers! The float contest had to be rigged!
Julie 2 - Hello Hon' Here is just a personal
from your strangest, weirdest, best friends
in room 201 . J1, J2, MTK

SPRING BREAK!!!!!! LET'S GO!!!!!! FORT
LAUDERDALE, DAYTONA BEACH, BERMUDA AND THE BAHAMAS. Go with the
best in the business-Crimson Travel
Service . Pamphlets are posted around
campus. For additional info. Call Gordon.
749-0830.

Rich -Here's a personal from down the hall
and its not from a typist but an editor' Wow'
Andrea

If the Governemtn reinstates a Military
Draft, what will you do: become a conscientious objector to war , become a draft
resister, enlist? Make your decision NOW'
For confidential military draft counseling
call Stephen Nelson at 862-2479 or 8621123.

VERY IMPORTANTlllll THE SECOND KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTER RUSH ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED FOR SUNDAY HAS
BEEN CHANGED TO TUESDAY NOV. 5
FROM 8-10. IT IS A THEME RUSH-COME
AS YOUR FAVORITE CARTOON CHARACTER!! SORRY ABOUT THE MIX UP. WE
HOPE TO SEE YOU TUESDAY.

Lisa & Lori - Hi again. Hope you had a good
time last nite. Lisa - of course you can be
double stuff. Take care and enjoy. The ad
associate.

You may find it surprising that up to 600/o of an
cancers can be prevented.
By avoiding excessive exposure to sunlight, by not
smoking cigarettes, by not
overeating and by following a diet high in fiber and
low in fat.
The battle isn't over but
we are winning.
Please support the
American Cancer Society.

~AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY®
~

-PARENTING•

To the Boxing Club
Alpha Phi congratulates the UNH field
hockey, tennis, cross-country, cycling(Way
to go!), and the soccer teams on their
winning weekends'
To the Alpha Xi Delta sister who lives in ·
Strafford Manor and complains about never
getting a personal, well here it is. Hope
it makes your day a little brighter. Love ,
a concerned pledge

PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS!

90 udat cq()U),IUY, CJcwnal ~ ie.s&e6'
SiM, &

Good Service
Reasonable Prices
Rte 11-103
Guild N.H .
863-4144

<f!J ..wiCJ~

99~~
Sekct,c{j~

"Smashing" Dresses!

LOTUS INTEREST GROUP
MONTHLY MEETING

Evenings
763-2759

Share your questions and knowledge
about integrated spread sheet programs
Walt Disney World College Program

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1:00 p.m.
SENATE ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
BUILDING

Representatives from the Walt Disney World College
Program will present an information session at the University
of New Hampshire on Thursday, November 14, at 4 p.m.
Recruitment i~ for the spring 1986 session.
Interested students majoring in Parks & Recreation, Business,
Hotel/Restaurant, and Journalism/Communications are
welcome to apply and are asked to sign up the week of ·
November 4 at the Career Planning & Placement Office.

The

That's our private time," she
said.
"Some days I'll skip a class
and we'll go to the mall and then
have lunch, but it 's primarily
at n ight when we can be with
each other."
Although Levi demands much
of his mother's attention, he can
help her through difficult times
in his own way. "One day a few
. years ago ,"' she said, "I had a
really bad stomach flu. He was
four at the time and his spoken
vocabulary was limited to two
or t hree words. But as I was
leaning against the toilet Levi
came over, put his arm around
me, and said 'I really love you
Mom my.' T hat was five words!
I felt terrific after that!"
T h e University has help ed
H oward with her hectic situ ation- as mother a nd s t udent .
"There were times when I would
have to wait up to one and a half
hours for a computer terminal
in Kingsbury. It was frustrating
because I would be payinJi: a
babysitter while standing in line
fo r terminal," she said.
To alleviate this p roblem, the
U niverstiy gave Howard a modem which allowed her to hook
into the computer system from
her apar tment . "I still had to
follow the time-sharing system," she said, "but was abl e
to work and still be with Levi."
Howard said she is contemplating graduate school and
eventually wants to pursue a
career in software development
"that would help those people
whose communicative skills are
severely hindered."
"But it's hard to think that
far in advance. In my position,
I have to take each day by itself.
I can't change what might have
happened yesterday, but I can
learn from it and prepare for
the next day," she said.

. . . _ _ __ _ J

MUU is now accepting resumes and letters
of intent for the following internship positions
available for Spring 1986.

(continued from page 6)

-

Alpha Phi-you ladies are a lot of fun! Thanks
for a great Homecoming-Sig Ep

.·

me.'

a

Tim - How was the ride to Pennsylvania?
Andrea

-Student Catering Coordinator
Assistant Catering Coordinator
Beverage Manager
Hotel 403 Lab Manager
Delivery Service Manager
·Operations Specialist
Sales and Marketing Manager

alt lvl1sney World@
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

© 1981 WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

For further information contact Dave O'Brien, Food Service

I;.

Director, in the MUB.
Deadl;ne: November 8

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY
Main St.
Durham,N.H.
868-2791

·~

Hotel, Business Adm in. , T-School Food Service and Culinary students
referred.

********************************
*
*
.EOp~n Rec Skating At E
~ UNH Snively Arena-~
**
**
*~ Saturdays & Sundays
*
;

Amalie 10-.4 0 Motor
Oil
.99¢ per quart with
this ad
no limit, valid Durham store only

Your complete auto parts headquarters specializing for the do-it-y01.~.rselfer

;

1:30-3 :30 pm

**;* Adults $2.50

"*

E~~u:~:r~~nfo~r~!~ i~~~ Holders!
*
**
**
**
;

For more inf o...
Call Rec Sports, 862-2031

-:~~
-~
------

' ,)

**
*;

E

l . -~ *

***
***

;

*
****************
****************~
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BEASLEY------------- ** To the brothers and pledges of
*
Sigma Phi Epsilon
*
be nonexistent. *
the object of adulation by critics actor seems
*
'
and fans in the Des Moines area Perhaps playing so many gigs
Thank you for making our first
in the midwest has curtailed *
for his stunningly provocative
lyrics. Laments band," My brain their television habits, and they *
Homecoming
watch *
has turned to useless dust/Now haven't had- a chance
*
that Buffy's mind has turned to Hardcastle & McCormick.
* a memorable and fun one!
lust/There's no one left whom
*
*
I can trust/Now she'll have to
Sincerely,
bite the dust."
Otherwise, this is an incred- *
*
The only complaint here is ible record by an incredible band.
Alpha Phi
*
the seeming abscence of refer- Baby Blue Hatchets may be kind *
(continued from page 18)

as The Ventures, True West,
The Wipers, and Agent Orange.
Houston Texas' drumming
is inimitable; fast and very
appropiate. Bondo Harleem,
once a studio bassist for such
prominent bands as Spyro Gyra,
is more than ablebodied for Mrs.
B.'s surf punk sound, and that
twangy Rickenbacker drone is.
even more appropriate when
the chords are pounded out by
Garth Savage.
But the centerpiece for action
here is Dano. Since the band's
beginnings _in 1984, he's been

to

to

of hard to come by, considering
the obscurity of a small label
like Jolly Bunny. However, the
search is definitely worth the
effort. Highly recommended.

ence to Brian Keith, who played
Uncle Bill on the original Family
Alfair. Other than a mention
of his name for special thanks,
the band's awareness of this fine

-----------------ALAR~1----------------

***
***
***
***
***
**

FIZZED#l

\L'U1Hinued from page 18)
ing American music revival a -the original, but is · nonetheless
la Lone Justice and Jason and ·a good song.
the Scorchers. Suffice to say that
"Only the Thunder" features
this is good rock and roll the Dave Sharp's (Sharp Edge?)
way it used to be played and is >lide guitar, echoing harmonics,
being played again, take it or and so.me odd synthesizers. A
leave it.
.tine of this song, "Someone once
said the answer's blowing' in
The sing-songy feel of "Fa- the wind," pays tribute to the
ther To Son" is a little bizzare obvious Bob Dylan influence on
for the band. The cut reflects the band, particularly on the
an a'lmost psychedelic side that harmonica-wielding Mike Petheir music has ·not displayed ters.
before.

easily envision hoards of people
gravitating towards the 'special
one' in their lives during the
playing of this song. That might
be overstating the case, but it
will be a humdinger for confirmations and weddings also.
A slight change from their
previous album Declaration,
Strength should keep both old
. fans and build up a new following on the radio and in the
concert halls, such as The
Alarm's headlining gig at Boston's Orpheum Theater on Nov.
9. If you don't catch them this
time around, don't worry, they
will be around for a long time.

The album closes with ''Walk
Forever by My Side" which, if
anybody had any sense, should
be 1985's number one slow
dance/ prom song. One can

"Absolute Reality" is the
single which preceeded the
album in England. Presented
here is a re-recorded version
which has a bit less punch than

Answer: Any soda like Coke and Pepsi.that
contains phosphoric acid can be used to clean
batteries and other grimey car parts. At Soho we
feel that our bodies are already clean machines
and run best on only pure and natural fuel.

Now that you know the
facts, shouldn't you be
enjoying Soho Natural
Soda? Nine delicious
flavors with none ofthe
chemicals, preservatives
and unpronounceables
you 're better offwithout.
©1985, The American Natural Beverage Corp.
100'{arickSJ.•.NewYork. NY 10013 Tel.: 1-800-GET-SOHO

In The
·N ame qf God,
M_ost Merciful, Most Gracious
Robert
Crane
..
Member,
Presidential Task Force_

Topic:
Human Rights in
Christianity,·
Judaism and Islam

Ilyas Ba'yunus

Topic:

-P rofessor of Sociology
New York State U9iversity

IsJam in
North America

Open Discussion After Presentations
McConnell Hall
Room 208

Saturday
November 2, 1985

Sponsored by
Muslim Students' Association
UNH

7 p.m.

.-
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Dress warmly in a white heavy jacket by Urban
Esquire, ($79.90), or a thick cotton sweatshirt
by Genera, ($33.90).

Menswear for
Dress suits for formal wear. 3-piece navy suit
with executive striping. 100% wool by Eagle,
($199.-99). Worn with a white. oxford
shirt,($18.90), and a re:d faulard tie.
2-piece brown suit with executive striping by
Giorgio Saint Angelo, ($189.90). Worn with a
light blue broadcloth shirt, ($18.90), and a yellow
foulard tie.

••,q

I

-

Casual sport coat and slacks.

Mutli-color, tic weave Harris Tweed, 100°/~ wool
by Middishade, ($119.90). Worn with Giorgio
Saint Angelo slacks of 100% wool. ($34.90).
Winter white camel hair jacket worn with brown
wool slacks, both by Giorgio Saint Angelo,
($139.90 and $34.90).

Fall

by Leigh Hope

As women are becoming a significant part of
the business world, men are taking the plunge
into the fashion world. More and more we see
men's clothing dominating thefashion pages
of newspapers and magazines.
Men have good reason to want a change in their
fashion diets. The now obsolete idea that men
need only a few suits paired with conservative
shirts and a tie has become a thing of the past.
Finally we are seeing some exciting fashion
breakthroughs for men:
. This fall and early winter there are some great
casual looks for those who wish to look good
without looking too dressed up. Jeans are always
popular, and they look great when paired with
the big oversized shirts that we're seeing ev,ery~
wh~re. These shirts come in many colors and
patterns. The most popular are paisleys and
plaids. Put one of these printed shirts together
with· a plain one, for a unique look, or wear one
alone, or with a sweater.
Sweaters are also big and bulky. The larger
size provides optimum comfort and movabilty.
Color is a must this fall with royal blue, mustard
yellow, deep green, burgundy, and mysterious
black predominating.
This season's pants are as varied as the shirts
and sweaters that go with them. Men have a large
selection of styles to choose from. We're seeing
some straight, some baggy, some peg leg, some
pleated, and some cropped. There are also many
kinds of textures and fabrics to choose from. Pants
this fall are either corduroy or a very heavy cotton,
like jean ,material, but not necessarily blue! There
are so many colors of jeans now you can wear
them everyday and never look as though you've
worn the same thing twiee.
Dressing for success has come back in style.
Long gone is the sloppy look of holey jeans and
a shredded shirt.. Lots of men are interested in
wearina soort coats with a nice pair of slacks and
maybe even a tie. Don't panic gentlemen, you
don't have to dress this way everyday to be in
style, just maybe upon the occasion of a dinner
or theatre outing.
Although most of you college men would just
as soon not worry about your wardrobe, pay heed
because Fashion for men is becoming very big
- you wouldn't wa-nt to get left behind. So, get
out there and make some purchases - you never
know how it could change your life.
Clothing courtesy of Stuart Shaines
Robert Dodge and Michael Nelligan models
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Look a little more dressed up, but still casual,
in double breasted unconstructed sport jackets .
by Genera, ($62.90), worn with paisley print and
oversized shirts,($29.90), and cotton or wool
blend pants, also by Genera,($29.90 and $32.90).

Dress casually in black Levi 501 jeans, ($25.90),
worn with a mus ta rd yellow shirt and cotton
sweater by Genera, ($26.90 and $57.90). Or a
Genera sweatshirt in red and white with a red
cotton shirt, ($31.90 and $29.90).

•

The -Niche
Coffechoi.se

••

An Entertainment Alternative
Presents

-----~

Nov. 2

Willey's Slide
mandolin & guitar duo
8:00-12 midnight
Devine Room 7L

Free ·Admission
Refreshments sold ·
Photos by Suzie Haynes and Chris Drew

Funded by PFO ,

-
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featuring

Friday, November 8th, 1985
8 pm (doors open at 7:00)
Granite State Room, ·MuB

'

-

!

.ALL AGES-ADMITTED
$3 undergrad students
with valid UNB ID
$5 General Public and
at the door
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Springfie ld salvages tie with UNH field hockey
By J. Mellow

"Yes, they were (a spoiler),"
They did it.
said Collins after the game.
On Wednesday, the women's "They came out really strong
field hockey team achieved one and we didn't."
of its many goals set this year"We knew they were tough
an undefeated October season- and it'd be a hard game," she
by tying Springfield College 1- added, "but..." Her voice fades.
1 in the team's last home game
What plagues the Wildcats
of the season.
first half, however, diminished
The tie gives UNH a 7-0-3 in the second as UNH came out
record for October and a 10-2- fighting.
4 record overall.
By the end of the game, the
Yet according to many who 'Cats had tallied 22 shots on net
saw the game, Wednesday's to the Maroon's 12 and drawn
match was not the best display 14 corners to Springfield's
of the 'Cats talent.
seven.
Springfield, a nationally un"Half time did it for us," said
ranked team and 9-8 on its Collins. "Marisa (the UNH head
season, tying seventh-ranked coach) told us we had to want
New Hampshire? Something it to win and we weren't playing·
must be wrong.
like we wanted it."
And something was wrong.
"So second half, we did,"
For the first half, the 'Cats Collins continued. "Within
seemed no match for the eight seconds we had a corner
charged Maroons who, led by and then we had about seven
mental enthusiasm, held the corners right. in a row."
'Cats scoreless.
It's the overdue effort, then,
And even when junior Karen that led to the tie score.
Geromini was able to tally for
"It's like Marisa said," Collins
UNH at 9:23 of the second half, explained. "You have to play
a Springfield goal by forward the whole game. We didn't start
Sue Bennett with less than four playing until the second half.
minutes remaining in regulation If we'd played-a whole game,
time tied the game for the we would have scored more
Maroons.
because we would have been
Springfield had proved to be working longer."
a "spoiler," then, a word UNH
"We're mad," Collins added,
junior Pauline Collins had used "but it's our own fault."
to describe the tea·m.
UNH ne,x:t takes on :16th
· ·
ranked Boston College today in

Th~ Wildcat field hockey t~m co~pleted October with an unbeaten r~ord by tying Springfield
College 1-1 Wednesday.(San1ay Jam photo)
·
·

New television P·· ackage for Hockey·East:h.r·~~;i:,~~~~e .~.agles
.

By Alan Adelman
New England Sports Net:work (NESN) and Hockey East
have come to terms on a 26game package for the 1985-86
season. Running from opening
day in Durham to the championship game in Providence, NESN
will provide extensive coverage
of each of the seven teams in
the conference.
According to Lou Lamerello,
head director for the Hockey
East Commission, the added
exposure will greatly benefit
Hockey East.
_
"We were under contract with
NESN last year, our first year
in existence, but this year's
package is much better," said

· .

.

Lamerello. "We've ·got more he said.
coverage and a half-hour preAlthough the hockey progame show before each tele- . grams in Hockey East figure to
cast," said Lamerello.
flourish, all three openers were
The additional revenue, profit sellouts, the schools will also
after game expense, will be benefit educationally. ·
shared by the seven schools,
"Along with the new halfUNH, Boston College, Boston hour pre game show, the teleUniversity, Northeastern, Lo- casts will now include film clips
well, Maine and Providence. about the schools," said Lamer·"The ;espective presidents ello. "The schools academic
and athletic directors decide how appeal will be presen_ted in
each school will allot their share addition to their fine hockey
of the profits," said Lamerello.
programs."
Lamerello is pleased with the
NESN will not be the only
direction Hockey East is going. televised coverage of Hockey
"We're the first conference in East. "We're still negotiating
college hockey to utilize inter- with channel 38," said Lamersectional play. That makes for ello. "They will most likely do
a wide range of viewer interest," six to ten games."

·UNH soccerwo men lose 2-1
By Steve Langevin
.
Despite a superb performance by goalie Janene Tilden
the UNH women's soccer team
dropped 2-1 overtime decision
to the Holy Cross Crusaders
Wednesday in Worcester, MA.
Tilden kept UNH in the
game by stopping 22 Crusader
shots. UNH was outshot for the
game 27 -5 and Holy Cross had
10 corners to only two for the
Wildcats, but still because of
strong play by Tilden the score
was 0-0 at the half.
However early in the second
half the Crusaders, ranked tenth
in New England, drew first

blood when Kelly Gay's head have hopes for an ECAC playoff
shot nestled high in the netting. berth.
UNH's leading scorer, MarAccording · to ECAC officials.
gie Arnold, then answered with UNH is in the running with
her tenth goal of the season Rutgers, Hartford, and Adelphi,
27:00 it!Jo the half, assisted by _ with Villanova, Colgate, Rhode
Dawn Peck and Amy Yager, to Island and Providence as other
pull the Wildcats even at 1-1.
possibilities. UNH lost 2-1 in
The rest of regulation time overtime to Hartford, but has
was scoreless, but <luting the defeated URI 3-1 and Provifirst overtime peri9d Holy dence 4-1.
Cross' Sarah Levin set up Mary
The Wildcats close their
Ellen Debano with the clinching regular season action at Keene
goal.
. State College ,Saturday afterThe loss dropped their record noon for a battle with the KSC
to 9-5, but the Wildcats, who Owls.
came into the game ranked
seventh in New England, still

.The New Hampshire 28
defeated

· The Student Press

7

in the
Annual Nerf Football Classic
. Tuesday

-

· FOOTBALL

-

<continued from page 28 >

teams that wm be rlaying with
great intensity Bowes expects
the winner will be the team that
gets the breaks.
"The winner will be the team
that makes the fewest mistakes,
fumbles, interceptions, etc.,"
said Bowes. "If we can stay away
from the mistakes and hold up
defensively we should be in good
shape."

.
,

·

. · ..

.

.

Channel u ·wmbe doing six
games including three. U niver~
sity of New · Hampshire and
three Dartinouth games.
January 4, Colorado College
at UNH; January 27, Maine at
UNH; February 6, UNH at
Boston College; February 15,
Cornell at Dartmouth; February
22, Dartmouth at Vermont;
November 29, Harvard- at Dartmouth.

i.•
1mperauve for the Wildcats 1f
UNH wants to achieve its next
goal-the Northeast regional
title.
But according to Collins, the
'Cats are. ready.
.
"We are very, very/psyched,"
said Collins, "very determined
to beat BC. I'd be very surprised
if we didn't win, we're so intent
on it."
"It's important for us regionally,'' she explained, "but it's
like we're mad about Springfield. It's almost like a reply to
the Springfield game."

(NESN Televised Games)
.Oct. 25 Providence at New Hampshire
7:3QPM
Oct. 26 Northeastern at Boston Univ.
J:30PM .
Oct. 30 , Northeastern at Boston College .7:30PM
Nov. 12 ·Providence at Northeastern
7:30PM1
·1:30PM
Nov. 19 Lowell at Boston College
Nov. 22. New Hampshire at Providence
.7:30PM
Dec. 3 Lowell at Providence ·
. 1:30PM
Dec. 11 Boston College at New H<wtpshire 7:30PM
Dec. 13 Providence at Northeastern
7:30PM
Jan. 7 Lowell at Northeastern
7:30.PM
Jan. 14' Boston Univ.-·at Northeastern
7:30PM
~n. 21 New Hampshire at Boston Univ.
7:30PM
Jan. 30 Boston College at N~rtheastern 7:30PM
Feb. 9 Maine.at Providence
7:30PM
Feb. 13 Boston College at Providence
7:30PM
Feb. 19 Boston Univ. at BOston College 7:30PM
Feb. 20 Maine at New Hampshire
7:30PM
Feb. 23 Maine at Boston College
7:30PM
Feb. 26 Boston Univ. at New Hampshire 7:30PM
Mar. I Boston _College at Boston Univ. . 7:30PM ·
Mar. 1 Quarterfinals
Mar.
9 Quarterfinals
·
·
Mar. 8 Quarterfinals . Mar. 10 'Quarterfinals
Mar. 14 Semi-Finals - ProVI·d·ence, RI
_Mar. 1s· Champ.·ionship - Providence, RI

/
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Sports
UNH-URI football showdown tomorrow
MORNING LINE

By Steve Langevin
Both UNH and the U niversity of Rhode Island are unbeaten in Yankee Conference play.
UNH is ranked 14th nationally and URI 17th.
UNH is third in the LambertMeadow lands poll and URI is
fourth.
UNH has the top pass defense in the country. URI has
the top pass offense.
The last five games between
the two have been decided by
the three or fewer points.
All that boils down to one
thing; it's going to be .one heck
of a football game tomorrow
when the two teams collide in
Kingston, RI.
It's the most important game
of the season so far for both
teams," .said UNH head coach
Bill Bowes. "It should be a good
one."
The game features teams with
totally different offensive approaches.
"There is a dichotomy of
offensive philosophies in this
game," said Coach Bowes.
"They' re going to pass most of
the time and we' re going to run
the ball."
Rhode Island's passing attack
is directed by the 1984 Yankee
Conference offensive playerof-the-year, Tom Ehrhardt. The
senior. quarterback has completed 5 5 percent of his passes this
season for 2132 yards and 20
touchdowns.
Ehrhardt has a variety of
receivers to go to but his favorite
so far this season is tight end
Brian Forster who has 71
catches for 1048 yards and five
touchdowns. Others for UNH
defenders to watch for are
Dameon Reilly who has · 38
receptions for 616 yards and 11
touchdowns and Tony DiMaggio who has caught 28 passes
for 323 yards and three TDs.
Although URI is basicall a

passing team Bowes is aiso
worried about a rushing attack
with fullback Dave Morrill.
"URI has been running more
in recent games and are running
more than last year," said
Bowes. "The key will be for '
us to stop their running game,
because if we have to go runoriented defensively they will
hurt us with the pass."
Spearheading the UNH defense which has allowed only
109.4 yards passing a game and
218 . l total offense, ranking
them first in each category, is
leading tackler, linebacker Neal
Zonfrelli.
Zonfrelli (105 tackles) has
a good supporting cast with
cornerbacks Tim Teevens ahd
Stan Harrison, safeties Eric
Thompson and Tom DeGasperis, backer mate Dave Duggan
and a front line of Ilia Jarostchuk, Brian O'Neill, Bill O'Mall~y, Paul Boulay and Dan Fedenco.
The UNH offense is averaging more than 250 yards per
game on the ground. However
All-American tailback Andre
Garron' s status for the game is
still up in the air. He sat out the
Northeastern game last week
after suffering bruised kidneys
against Lehigh October 19.
Garron' s place has been taken
by Scott Perry who rushed for
136 yards again.st Lehigh and
149 yards against Northeastern.
'Tm not optimistic about
Andre playing against URI,"
said Coach Bowes. "We have
steppe~ up his activity each day
and he will be tested after each
workout, so it's still a day-today thing, but it doesn't look
good. Also Scott Perry has not
practiced all week after spraining his ankle against Northeastern, but he will play against
URI."
With two evenly-matched
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:, Last week the Old Grad edged Gerry Fr.iel four games to three when
Richmond's 47-yard field goal missed in the closing seconds of its 2017 loss to Rutgers. This week's guest is the Anonymous Coach, who chose
to be ·that way after picking URI over UNH for fear of the safety of
his job.

Men's hockey levels Lowell
By Chris Heisenberg
While beating the University
of Lowell by one goal may not
prove much, for the UNH men's
hockey team it may have been
just the impetus they needed
-in the early 85-86 season.
After the Wildcats opening
·5_4 loss to Providence, a loss
to Lowell could have put a large
dent in the enthusiasm the team
has carried into the new season.
For UNH the win was especially sweet because they had

to come from behind early on.
Before the now traditional fish
was thrown on the ice (after
UNH's first goal), the home
team was behind 2-0 on the
scoreboard, and disorganized
on the ice.
First Lowell's Jim Newhouse
slipped through the defense and
slid a short wristshot past
UNH' s Greg Rota, then George
Dupont fed fellow freshman
John Borrell with a perfect setup
that Horrell snapped inside the
post for a quick 2-0 lead before
many of the fans had found their
seats.
For the next five minutes
Lowell swarmed around UNH,until a penalty was called on
Rob Badger. After the penalty
expired Allister Brown wristed
a shot in .on Lowell's Dana
Demole. The Chiefs goalie who
had stymied UNH in last year's
playoffs let the puck squib off
him for the first goal.
Then UNH got a lift from an
unexpected source, the fourth
line which was just supposed
to spell the other three. Sophomores Kevin Thurston, Mike
Glennon and Scott Brown contributed the next two goals. First
Thurston took off with Brown
on a two on one which resulted
in pretty conversion into the
upper corner by Brown, his first
goal for UNH.
On their next shift defenseman Mike Roth found Thurston
behind the Lowell defense, and
the Exeter native tucked the
puck under Demole. UNH was
up 3-2 and had taken the momentum for the rest of the
game.
While Lowell did convert on
a powerplay by Newhouse early
in the second period, UNH got
its own man-advantage tally to
'take the eventual 4-3 win.
Senior Shane Skidmore car-

a

UNH defensemen Peter Wotten(20) and Al Brown(5) and forwards Shane Skidmore(6) and
Mike Rossetti(lO) protect goalie Greg Rota against Lowell.(Joan Howard photo)

ried the puck deep into the
Lowell zone, and before being
picked up by the defenseman
he shovelled a pass to James
Richmond cruising down the
slot. With the puck on his
backhand Richmond lifted it just
over Demole's shoulder from
i5 feet out.
The rest of the second period
and all of the third had UNH
protecting this slim lead. Rota
only had to make six saves in
the second period and 12 in the
third, most of which were
routine.
"Getting this first win under
our belts is important," said
sophomore Tim Hanley. "On
opening night everyone is tense,
especially the freshman. Today
we stuck more w our gameplan.
Tonight was somewhat crucial,
because there's a big difference
between 1-1 and 0-2. With a
young-team the players might
have gotten down."
"We won, but we didn't play
our best," Allister Brown said.
"We can still get better, once
the younger defensemen learn
the system. Learning the system
is the biggest adjustment."
"This win is going to help a
lot. If we were 0-2 the guys may
have started questioning themselves," junior defenseman Peter
Wotton added.
As for Coach Charlie Holt,
he took the win in stride. "We
started out 0-13 lastyear, so this
(being 1-1) is unbelievable," he
joked. "We will continue to
improve, as will everyone in the
league. There won't be many
blowouts in the league. We're
all even, except for maybe BC."
Speaking of Boston College,
UNH travels there Saturday
night for their first road game,
which will be covered by
WUNH (91.2 FM) at 7:30.

